
Chapter 4

Parametric Instability in Gingin

East Arm Cavity

Advanced GW detectors such as aLIGO and Advanced Virgo store hundreds of

kilowatts of coherent light in optical cavities in order to achieve a strain sensitiv-

ity h ∼ 10−24/
√

Hz around 100 Hz. In such cavities, the enormous optical power

can significantly modify the dynamics of suspended mirrors and cause instabili-

ties. In Ch. 3, an angular instability in a high power suspended cavity has been

discussed. Essentially, angular instability is a direct outcome of the interaction

between radiation pressure and the mirror angular control system which is driven

by the high laser power. It restricts the power that cavities can store and prevents

the stable operation of cavities. In GW detectors, angular instability is one of the

fundamental technical problems that limit the detector sensitivity. Well designed

control systems are needed to suppress this instability to localize and stabilize the

test masses.

PI is another direct consequence of high power effect in cavities. It is a multiple-

mode interaction process which involves the fundamental optical mode, the higher

order optical mode and the test mass acoustic mode together. The energy ex-

change between intra-cavity optical fields and the test mass can, under certain

conditions, excite the test mass acoustic modes. This radiation pressure excitation

causes the acoustic mode amplitude to grow exponentially, resulting in saturation

of electronics and loss of cavity lock. PI has the potential of significantly com-

promising the performance and control of GW detectors. The Gingin HOPTF of

UWA described in Ch. 2 has been a test bed for PI research. It is designed such
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that every 1 kW of intra-cavity power equates to 50 kW in aLIGO arm cavity in

terms of power to mass ratio which makes the radiation pressure effect significant.

Various experiments related to PI have been carried out at this facility in the past

few years.

This chapter summaries the PI experiments the author conducted with col-

leagues on the HOPTF east arm cavity. In Sect. 4.1 a detailed review of PI is

presented. Start with the original fundamental theory and predictions by Bra-

ginsky, the PI research histories and current status are discussed in this section.

The comprehensive PI research in HOPTF, including PI modelling and observa-

tion to mapping the higher order optical modes, the ESD assisted PI excitation

and suppression and optical feedback for PI suppression, are discussed in Sect. 4.2.

4.1 Review of Parametric Instability

PI is essentially an optoacoustic interaction. It is of particular interest to the

GW community because it threatens the operation of GW detectors. Ever since

Braginsky et al. first predicted that PI would be a problem in long baseline GW

detectors in 2001, there have been intense research towards preventing PI. This

section reviews the basic theory of PI and relevant PI research in the past decades.

4.1.1 Optoacoustic Interactions

Optoacoustic systems are attracting considerable interests for quantum optome-

chanics and signal transduction. In such devices, modes of acoustic (or mechanical)

resonators are coupled to optical modes through a non-linearity provided by the ra-

diation pressure force. This coupling provides a tool to study quantum effects at the

macroscopic scale and to achieve quantum limited sensitivity in detecting small dis-

placements and weak forces. Laser cooling of acoustic resonators to their quantum

ground state has been achieved in experiments with sufficient coupling [113; 114],

and extremely high sensitivity transducers have been demonstrated [115; 116]. Op-
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toacoustic interactions represent a macroscopic form of Brillouin scattering [117] in

which electrostriction couples optical fields and acoustic waves. A travelling elec-

tromagnetic wave scatters from a moving sound grating in a bulk medium (phonon

frequencies up to THz), producing a second electromagnetic wave. In the case

of optoacoustic interactions, an optical field scatters on the surface of a vibrating

mirror (phonons in the MHz range).

When considering optoacoustic interactions in an optical cavity, it is important

to distinguish between two-mode and three-mode interactions. In a two-mode

interaction, a laser beam with frequency ωp is injected into an optical cavity with

the cavity fundamental mode resonant frequency ωc. The mirror acoustic mode

with frequency ωm scatters the input beam to create a pair of sidebands coined as

Stokes sideband (with frequency ωp−ωm) and anti-Stokes sideband (with frequency

ωp +ωm). If the acoustic mode frequency ωm is comparable to the cavity linewidth,

the two scattered sidebands will still be within the same cavity mode as the pump

beam, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1(a). The scattering processes allow energy flow

between optical and acoustic modes. In the Stokes process, the acoustic mode

loses energy and the optical mode gains energy and the energy flows back from

the optical mode to the acoustic mode in the anti-Stokes process. Depending on

the cavity detuning (frequency mismatch between cavity resonant frequency and

pump beam frequency), one process is enhanced and the other is suppressed by

the cavity resonance. This can lead to suppression of the acoustic mode, i.e. laser-

cooling [118], or amplification of the acoustic mode. Four frequencies are present

in this process, but supported by only two modes - one acoustic and one optical.

In the three-mode interaction picture, the acoustic mode frequency is a few

times the cavity transverse mode frequency spacing which is usually much larger

than the cavity linewidth. The Stokes sideband or the anti-Stokes sideside band are

no longer within the linewidth of the same optical mode as the pump beam. They

will quickly die out unless two conditions are met. Firstly, their frequency must

be within other cavity transverse modes as illustrated in Fig. 4.1(b). Secondly, the
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spatial distribution of the scattered sideband fields must have large overlap with

the optical modes they are within.

The beating of the Stokes or anti-Stokes mode with the fundamental mode will

create a radiation pressure force on the mirror varying at the acoustic mode fre-

quency. This radiation pressure force will damp the mirror acoustic motion in the

anti-Stokes process. Whereas it will excite the acoustic mode and lead to expo-

nential growth of the acoustic mode amplitude, i.e. a three-mode PI, in the Stokes

process. Three mode parametric interaction is analogous to a photonic molecule

and is a tuned system that allows the creation of quantum-optical acoustic am-

plifiers capable of free oscillation [119], mode cooling, and amplification of small

signals. Three-mode interactions are qualitatively and quantitatively different from

two-mode interactions since energy flows at three different frequencies. In appro-

priately designed systems, the optoacoustic interaction can be much greater as it

depends on the product of three, high quality-factors (two optical and one acous-

tic).

In a three-mode parametric interaction process, if the scattered Stokes and

anti-Stokes sidebands are both within a different cavity HOM and we denote ω0,

ωs and ωas as the fundamental mode frequency, the Stokes mode frequency and

the anti-Stokes mode frequency, respectively, the frequency differences between the

fundamental mode and the two HOMs are

ω− = ω0 − ωs =
πc

L

[
ks −

m+ p× n
π

cos−1 (g1g2)

]
,

ω+ = ωas − ω0 =
πc

L

[
kas +

m+ p× n
π

cos−1 (g1g2)

]
,

(4.1)

where ks and kas represent the longitudinal mode indices for Stokes mode and

anti-Stokes mode. m and n represent the transverse mode indices. Parameter p

represents the cavity mode basis. For HG modes p = 1 , while for LG modes p =

2. g1, 2 represent the cavity g-factors defined in Sect. 1.5.4. A detailed discussion

on mode structure in an FP cavity can be found in Sect. 1.5.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1: Illustration of two-mode and three-mode parametric interactions.
Panel (a) shows a red-detuned (pump beam frequency is lower than the cavity res-
onance frequency) two-mode optomechanical cooling scheme. The pump beam is
detuned so the two sidebands are not balanced. The Stokes sideband is suppressed
and the anti-Stokes sideband is enhanced by the cavity resonance. There is a net
energy flow from acoustic mode to optical mode, resulting in cooling of the acous-
tic mode. Panel(b) demonstrates the three-mode parametric interaction. The two
sidebands and the pump beam are with different optical modes. Here shows a very
rear case when both Stokes and anti-Stokes process occur simultaneously for a sigle
acoustic mode. This is unlikely to occur because the sidebands are symmetrically
distributed on both sides of the fundamental mode while the HOMs are usually not.
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Both the Stokes and anti-Stokes processes contribute to the parametric gain R,

which is a dimensionless constant coined by Braginsky et al. [120] quantifying the

parametric interaction process defined as

R =
4PQm

mcLω2
m

(
QsΛs

1 + (∆ω−/δs)
2 −

QasΛas

1 + (∆ω+/δas)
2

)
, (4.2)

where P , m, c and ωm represent the intra-cavity power, the mirror mass, the speed

of light and the acoustic mode frequency, respectively. Qm, Qs and Qas denote

the Q factor for the mirror acoustic mode, the Stokes and the anti-Stokes mode,

respectively. The linewidth of the optical modes are given by δs, as = ωs, as/2Qs, as.

∆ω−, + = ω−, +−ωm is the frequency mismatch between the optical mode spacing

and the acoustic mode. In an ideal resonance case where ∆ω− = 0 and ∆ω+ � δas,

the anti-Stokes process is negligible and the parametric gain is maximised due to

the resonance of the Stokes sideband.

The parameters Λs and Λas in Eq. (4.2) represent the spatial overlap of the

Stokes and the anti-Stokes mode with the acoustic mode which is defined as

Λs, as =
V
(∫

E0(~r⊥)Es, as(~r⊥)uz(~r⊥)
)2∫

|E0|2 d~r⊥
∫
|Es, as|2 d~r⊥

∫
|u|2 dV

, (4.3)

where E0 and Es, as represent the optical field distribution over the mirror surface

of cavity fundamental mode and Stokes (anti-Stokes) modes, respectively. The

parameter u represents the spatial displacement field of the mirror acoustic mode

and uz represents the displacement field only in the direction along the optical axis.

The two integrals
∫
d~r⊥ and

∫
dV represent integration over the mirror surface and

the mirror volume V , respectively.

As can be seen from Eq. (4.3), the overlap factor is large if the optical field

distribution Es, as is similar to the surface displacement field uz. In an ideal case

when the two field distributions are identical and the acoustic mode only has the

component in the optical axis direction, the overlap factor is maximised to 1.

Fig. 4.2 shows a visual analysis of the overlap factor. This parameter can be
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calculated precisely using the analytical optical modes distribution and a mirror

eigenmode displacement field obtained from the finite element simulation.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.2: Illustration of the overlap factor between an optical mode and an
acoustic mode. Panel (a) shows the field distribution of an ideal HG30 mode.
Panels (b) and (c) are the surface displacement distribution of two different acoustic
modes. Apparently, the acoustic mode showed in (b) has a higher overlap factor
with the optical mode. Figure adapted from Ref. [121].

Parametric gain R quantifies the three-mode parametric interaction. If R < 0,

the anti-Stokes process dominates and the acoustic mode is cooled. If 0 < R < 1,

energy flows to the acoustic mode from the optical modes, leading to an increasing

of acoustic mode ring down time and thus the Q factor of the acoustic mode is

enhanced. If R > 1, the energy that pumped into the acoustic mode is more than

the energy that the acoustic mode dissipates into the environment, resulting in an

exponential ring up of the acoustic mode amplitude which is coined as PI. The ring

up speed is faster at higher parametric gain.

Braginsky et al. first predicted three-mode optoacoustic parametric interactions

in the context of long baseline laser interferometer gravatational wave detectors in

2001 [120]. They warned that PI is inevitable and would cause the test mass

acoustic mode to grow to a large amplitude, which would be sufficient to disrupt

the operation of advanced GW detectors. Kells et al. later in 2002 pointed out

that this effect is small due to the cancellation of Stokes and anti-Stokes processes

in a long arm cavity [122]. Braginsky et al. then published a followup paper

with more detailed analysis considering the power recycling structure in the GW

detectors. They argued that anti-Stokes precess can supress PI, but it was very
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unlikely to compensate PI completely [123]. Later on, Zhao et al. performed a

detailed modelling of PI which considered both the three-dimensional finite element

modelling of interferometer test mass and analytical cavity mode structure up to the

second order. Their results predicted that realistic aLIGO parameters would allow

strong PI, and PI can be suppressed, but not eliminated, by thermally tuning the

cavity g-factors [124]. Ju Li et al. extend this PI modelling to a more comprehensive

level by considering up to 7th order optical modes, showing that multiple mode

interactions could contribute to PI [125]. Instead of solving the Lagrangian of

the FP cavity, Evans et al. in 2009 developed a more general appraoch of PI by

introducing a feedback model [126].

Ever since Braginsky’s prediction, PI analysing and modelling for different gen-

eration of GW detectors (aLIGO [127], KAGRA [128], GEO600 [129], ET [130]); for

different interferometer configurations (simple FP cavity [127], dual-recycling [131;

132]); for different substrate test mass (fused silica and sapphire [133], silicon [134]);

for other effects (beam displacement [135], carrier beam profile [136]) have been

carried out by several research groups around the world.

4.1.2 Observations of Parametric Instability

Along with theoretical analysis and modelling, three-mode interaction has been

experimentally explored in both solid state systems and optical systems, on table-

top scale and in long arm suspended cavities. Tomes et al. in 2009 reported on an

excitation of opto-mechanical resonator at 11 GHz band by radiation pressure via

stimulated Brillouin scattering [137]. Latter, Bahl et al. observed surface acous-

tic whispering-gallery modes excitation in 100 µm silica microspheres [138]. The

frequency of these acoustic modes ranges from tens of MHz to a few GHz. Zhao

et al. in 2008 first observed three-mode parametric interations in a long suspended

optical cavity [139]. They found that the power of the TEM01 mode was a function

of the mode spacing between cavity fundamental mode and the TEM01 mode. The

maximum parametric gain in their system was about 0.01 when cavity g-factor
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was optimised. In 2013, Blair et al. reported three-mode parametric interaction

in a suspended cavity where a 181 kHz mirror acoustic mode was excited to an

amplitude level about 5 ×10−13 m with a parametric gain about 4 ×10−3 [140]. PI

was observed in a membrane in the middle cavity configuration by Chen et al. in

2014 [141]. The membrane used in their experiment was 1 mm × 1 mm × 50 nm

and weights only a few nanograms. The PI threshold input power was as low as

3.9 µW for this particular system. The membrane was cooled or excited simply by

adjusting its position relative to the two end mirrors. The reported maximum PI

gain was 7 with about 29 µW input power.

As can be seen from Eq. (4.2), PI is more difficult to be observed in a large

scale cavity with respect to a table-top scale cavity due to the longer cavity length

and heavier test mass. The PI threshold power for a relatively long cavity is usualy

much higher than for a short cavity. After studying PI for more than a decade, the

UWA team made the first observation of PI in the Gingin HOPTF 74 m suspended

cavity [142]. The details of this cavity can be found in Ch. 2. In this cavity with

CO2 laser thermal tuning, the frequency spacing between the cavity fundamental

mode and the first order TEM01 mode was tuned to match with the test mass

150.28 kHz acoustic mode. The overlap factor between this acoustic mode and the

TEM01 mode was relatively large. PI was observed with about 30 kW intra-cavity

power. The observed time of growth of the acoustic mode signal is about 14 seconds

and the effective PI gain was 1.45. Fig. 4.3 shows the first observation of PI in the

HOPTF east arm cavity.

In this very first observation of PI, previously ignored nanometer scale mirror

figure errors were found to be important in PI suppression. Figure errors cause the

average RoC of the test mass to change over beam positions. The average RoC is

a key factor that dominates the frequency spacing between optical modes which

defines the parametric gain. In the presence of beam spot position fluctuations on

the mirror surface due to residual low frequency seismic motion, the average RoC

that the beam senses is modulated. This results in a transverse mode frequency
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Figure 4.3: PI observed in HOPTF cavity with strong modulation effect. The
green points are the measured QPD yaw signal at 150.28 kHz (the acoustic mode
frequency) after down-converting to 0.91 Hz by mixing with a local oscillator sig-
nal. The blue curve is the fitting of the measurement data. The envelope of the
blue fitting curve shown in red clearly illustrates the modulation effect with a fre-
quency of about 0.15 Hz, which is the suspension chain resonance frequency. Figure
reproduced from Ref. [142].

spacing modulation subsequently. When the frequency modulation effect is strong

that the shifting of the optical mode spacing is comparable to the optical mode

linewidth, the parametric gain will be time dependent and effectively reduced. As

for the acoustic mode amplitude, instead of growing exponentially, it will inter-

mittently grow and decay. The amplitude growth will be even more complex if

there are more modulation frequencies due to multiple angular motion of both test

masses. In this modulation model, the time for the acoustic mode to grow to a

certain threshold amplitude is longer than that in a no modulation case, effectively

suppressing the parametric gain.

This modulation effect is important for PI control since the extra time allows

other PI control schemes to be implemented before the acoustic mode grows out

of the controllable bounds. It also reveals a new method for controlling PI by

either active thermal modulation of mirror RoC or dithering the beam position on

the mirror at a frequency below the detection band lower end. The modelling of

thermal modulation for PI suppression based on realistic aLIGO cavity parameters

will be discussed in details in Ch. 5.

The first observation of PI in a kilometre-scale scale GW detector with mul-
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tikilogram test mssses was made by aLIGO in 2015 [143]. With about 50 kW

intra-cavity power, the test mass 15.54 kHz acoustic mode was excited by PI. The

corresponding HOM in this interaction was the TEM03 mode and the frequency

spacing between this mode and the fundamental mode was around 15.5 kHz. The

acoustic mode was observed growing exponentially and it registered clearly in the

detector output channel. After growing for about 2,000 seconds, PI eventually

caused saturations of the electronics. The input power was reduced to stop PI

before it caused the interferometer out of control. This observation is in agreement

with the previous theoretical analysis and modelling of PI in aLIGO [127].

Figure 4.4: First observation of PI in aLIGO. The amplitude of the excitated
acoustic increased about five orders of magnitude in less than 2,000 seconds. The
fitted amplitde growth and decay time constants for differnt intra-cavity power were
showned in the figure. These time constants are used to calibrate the quality factor
of this acoustic mode and the threshold intra-cavity power of PI (25 kW in this
case). Figure reproduced from Ref. [143].

4.1.3 Parametric Instability Control

Ever since Braginsky et al. predicted the existence of PI, researchers have devel-

oped techniques to mitigate it in GW detectors. After PI was confirmed by both

simulations and experiments, the detectors were well aware of the potential risk
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of PI. A wide variety of methods have been proposed and tested to suppress PI

in GW detectors. The basic idea is to decrease the parametric gain defined in

Eq. (4.2). From this equation it can be seen that reducing the intra-cavity power

or lengthening the cavity length can suppress the parametric gain. However, these

methods are improper or impractical. High intra-cavity power is one of the core

requirements of the detectors for reaching the design sensitivity and longer cavity

is limited by the curvature of the Earth surface.

Any PI control mechanism should not be implemented at the sacrifice of detector

sensitivity. In this section, several proposed or experimentally verified PI control

methods will be discussed.

Thermal Tuning

The idea of thermal tuning was first introduced in the GW detectors for thermal

lensing compensation. Dagallaix et al. demonstrated that a heating ring in front

of the test mass can be used for correcting the test mass RoC to compensate the

thermal lensing effect [144]. The same technique has been used in GEO600 to

match the RoC of their interferometer test masses [145].

Thermal tuning can also be utilised for PI control in GW detectors, because

the surface heating can modify the test mass profile and change the mirror RoC

subsequently. The frequency spacing between a TEMmn mode and the fundamental

mode is a function of the test mass RoC which can be expressed as

∆ω =
c

L
(m+ n) cos−1

[
±
√

(1− L

R1

)(1− L

R2

)

]
, (4.4)

where m, n represent the transverse mode indices and R1 and R2 represent the

RoC of test masses .

Considering a single acoustic mode, with thermal tuning, the test mass can be

stabilised at a RoC where the optical mode spacing is detuned from the acoustic

mode. This breaks the resonant condition of PI and the parametric gain is min-
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imised. Zhao et al. first proposed that fine thermal tuning of the test mass RoC

could suppress PI [124]. Dagallaix et al. later in 2007 reported a detailed thermal

tuning simulation using aLIGO cavity and test mass parameters [146]. They de-

rived the time-dependent heating that required to achieve fast thermal actuation

for test mass with different substrate materials. They also demonstrated that the

heating power, rather than the heating pattern, is the dominating parameter for

high test mass RoC tuning performance.

Thermal tuning can be achieved by an annular ring heater [147], or by imaging

a resistance heater array onto the mirror surface [148], or simply by CO2 laser

directing heating the mirror center [149]. CO2 laser heating is relatively fast but

its intensity noise may introduce noise to the interferometer. It is important to

mention that thermal tuning also changes the fundamental optical mode waist size

and position which will result in mode mismatching between the arm cavities and

the recycling cavities. The loss due to mode mismatching needs to be considered

carefully especially when squeezing is implemented.

Thermal tuning is now being used as an efficient tool for PI control at modest

power level in aLIGO. After the first observation of PI in aLIGO, thermal tuning

was tested successfully suppressing the parametric gain below unity and the inter-

ferometer was stably operated for half a day [143]. With the intra-cavity power at a

higher level in the coming third observation run, more than 10 acoustic modes will

be unstable in aLIGO cavity. Considering multiple unstable modes and without

the presence of other control scheme, thermal tuning will not be sufficient. Tuning

one mode away from instability can potentially cause another mode to become

unstable. Thermal tuning must work together with other damping mechanisms to

achieve the best PI suppression performance.

Passive Damping

From Eq. (4.2) one can tell that the parametric gain is linearly dependent on the

acoustic mode quality factor. aLIGO uses high quality test masses to reduce the
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thermal noise. The quality factor of the acoustic modes are usually in the order of

107. This means the inner friction energy loss of the test mass is relatively small and

can be easily overcome by the energy coupled from the optical modes. Instability

can be mitigated by introducing energy loss to the acoustic modes through different

mechanisms.

Gras et al. proposed ring dampers first in 2008 [150]. The idea is to apply lossy

materials annularly on the test mass surface to reduce the quality factor of the

acoustic modes. The quality factor reduction will increase the thermal noise but

it can be minimised by carefully choosing the position of the lossy strips. In one

of Gras’s later papers [151], he reported the optimal position and geometry of the

ring dampers. However, he also showed that to create a PI-free window in aLIGO

using such passive dampers, the thermal noise would increase by up to 20%.

Ideally, in order to maintain the thermal noise performance of the detector, a

passive damper should have low mechanical loss similar to or less than the test mass

in the detection frequency band. Meanwhile, the loss at the problematic acoustic

mode frequencies should be high enough to reduce the acoustic mode quality factor

for more than one order of magnitude. The cut-off frequency (the frequency where

the mechanical loss of the damper starts to increase dramatically) of the damper

should be as far away from the detection band as possible.

The idea of using AMDs for PI control was first proposed by Evans et al. in

2008 [152]. They suggested that multiple gram-scale spring-mass dampers can be

attached on the test mass to dissipate the strain energy of the acoustic modes

through a resistively shunted piezoelectric shear plate. The acoustic energy is

converted to electric energy thorough piezoelectric effect. These AMDs can be

tuned to the desirable frequency range and well localised to increase the coupling

with the acoustic modes to achieve the best damping performance. Gras et al. in

2015 published the detailed design of the AMD [153] shown in Fig. 4.5. They also

reported experimental results carried on an aLIGO-like test mass with more than

a order of magnitude reduction of quality factor of 12 acoustic modes from 8 kHz
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to 33 kHz. In their design, the PZT shear plate and the epoxy that bounds the

AMD to the test mass were the major contributors to the detector thermal noise.

Figure 4.5: The used aLIGO AMD design. The AMD consists of three major
parts: a fused silica base, a PZT shear plate and an aluminum reaction mass. The
shear plate acts as a lossy spring which absorbs the test mass acoustic mode energy.
The enengy is then dissipated through the resistor that shunts the PZT electrodes.
Gold coating on top of fused silica base and conductive epoxy between the PZT and
the reaction mass assure current flowing in the resistor. Figure reproduced from
Ref. [154].

Finite element modelling shows that 4 AMDs with different reaction masses

are sufficient to provide damping over a spectrum from 10 kHz to 100 kHz for

aLIGO. These AMDs were installed and tested on one test mass in LLO during

the upgrading phase between O2 and O3 in 2018. Graphite nanopower, 400 nm

to 1.2 µm graphite nanoparticles, is used together with epoxy to ensure uniform

thickness of gluing [155]. Preliminary measurements, shown in Fig. 4.6, give very

promising results [156].

Quality factor reduction is seen on many different acoustic modes. For those

modes with high parametric gain where the AMDs are particularly tuned to have

large mechanical loss at their frequencies, more than one order of magnitude reduc-

tion is observed. As for the thermal noise, no obvious enhancement is measured.

The expected increase in the interferometer thermal noise is about 0.4% in the

detection band. With 16 AMDs installed on all 4 test masses, this value will be-

come 1.5%. The performance of AMD can be improved further in the future by

optimising the structure of the shear plate, by using low loss bonding methods and
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by upgrading it from single stage to multi-stage configuration.
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Figure 4.6: aLIGO AMD prelimilary test results. Quality factor reduction is
observed on acoustic modes with freqneucy renaging from 6 kHz to 23 kHz. For some
acoustic modes, the quality factor reduction is more than two orders of magnitude.
Figure adapted from Ref. [156].

Electrostatic Feedback

The quality factor reduction of the test mass acoustic modes can also be achieved

by active electrostatic feedback. The ESD is used in aLIGO mainly to actuate the

test masses longitudinally for arm cavity locking. An electric comb is deposited in

gold on the reaction mass, which is located about 5 mm behind the test mass. The

electric field generated from the potential difference between the electrodes of the

comb attracts the dielectric test mass. This attractive force FESD on a particular

test mass acoustic mode is proportional to the square of the potential difference ∆V

and inversely proportional to the separation between the test mass and reaction

mass D, which can be expressed by

FESD =
αb∆V 2

D2
, (4.5)
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and

∆V = Vbias − VQ, (4.6)

where α is a constant depending on the properties of the two masses and the

geometry of the ESD comb pattern and b is the overlap between the ESD attraction

force and the test mass acoustic mode. Vbias and VQ are the bias voltage and the

voltage on the quadrants. Driving different quadrants with different phase and

voltage enables longitudinal or angular actuation of the test mass.

The electric attraction force can be utilised in PI suppression if tuned to the

potential unstable mode frequency with proper phase. This idea was proposed

by Ju et al. in 2009 [157]. Miller et al. latter numerically and experimentally

demonstrated the effectiveness of this approach [158]. They predicted the force

that required for damping PI was in the scale of 10 nN and found that such forces

were available in the current aLIGO ESD. Blair et al. in 2017 demonstrated the

ESD damping for PI in aLIGO for the first time [159]. The most important result

is shown in Fig. 4.7. In their experiment, the test mass 15.5 kHz acoustic mode,

the same mode when PI was first observed in aLIGO [143], was damped from an

initial parametric gain of 2.4 to 0.18 with about 0.1 nN ESD force. It was also

pointed out that the noise introduced by ESD control was insignificant.

During the O2, ESD feedback damping showed great performance and con-

tributed to the high O2 duty cycle. However, independent feedback loops are

necessary for different potential unstable modes because they need independent

control gain and phase. With more modes becoming unstable at higher power, ESD

feedback damping will require relatively long commissioning time during which the

amplitude of the acoustic may grow big enough to saturate the drive. ESD damp-

ing alone is inadequate to suppress all the instabilities. It needs to work together

with other damping mechanisms to maintain stable operation of the detector.

Current aLIGO ESD has a four-quadrant pattern, allowing actuation in only

pitch, yaw and diagonal DoFs. The coupling coefficient for some high order acoustic

mode can be quite small. Optimising the current aLIGO ESD electric comb pattern
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Figure 4.7: First demonstration of ESD damping of PI in aLIGO. The upper
panel shows temporal behaviour of the 15.5 kHz acoustic mode. Before 0 second,
the mode rings up with a time constant about 182 seconds and the ESD feedback
control gain is zero. A gain of -100 is applied at 0 seconds, the mode starts to decay
exponentially with a time constant of 23 seconds. The lower panel is the control
force over the time when control is applied. Figure reproduced from Ref. [159].

to improve the overlap factor with all potential unstable acoustic modes can benefit

the ESD PI damping in the future when the intra-cavity power is higher.

Optical Feedback

Other than lowering the quality factor of the acoustic modes, parametric gain can

also be reduced by suppressing the power build-up of the HOMs that drive up the

instability. This method is called optical feedback control which can be realised by

injecting an additional HOM into the cavity with opposite phase to the intra-cavity

HOM. Zhang et al. theoretically confirmed the feasibility of this technique [160].

Later Fan et al. experimently deonstrated that optical feedback can be used to

enhance or suppresse optoacoustic interactions [161].

In a practical experimental set-up, the main beam is split into two, one of

which is untreated. The other first goes through a phase modulator which is

driven by the cavity transmission QPD signal that contains the acoustic mode

frequency information. Sidebands at the acoustic mode frequency will be generated.

A phase mask (a plate with non-uniform thickness used to manipulate the phase

of the optical field) then converts the fundamental mode to the target HOM. The
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two beams recombine and are then injected to the interferometer. The HOM

created by modulation will interfere destructively with the HOM resulted from

the acoustic mode scattering if their phases are tuned to be the opposite. The

disadvantage of this method is that multiple HOM generation loops are needed

to suppressed different HOMs. It can be complicated if many modes were to be

controlled. Experimental demonstrations of optical feedback in Gingin HOPTF

will be introduced in Sect. 4.2.6.

Other Methods

More options exist to suppress PI besides the methods mentioned above. In aLIGO,

a few acoustic modes become unstable during the cavity thermal transient process

when the optical mode frequency sweeps through a relative wide range. It takes

hours before the test mass reaches a thermal equilibrium state, during which some

acoustic modes may grow large enough to harm the operation of the detector if

not controlled. This kind of thermal transient PI can be mitigated by keeping

the test mass thermal state stable. The mitigation can be achieved by applying

external heating to the test mass when the cavity loses lock and then stop the

external heating when the cavity is locked. Preventing transient PI by thermal

conpensation is modeled and experimently confirmed by Hamedan et al. [110] and

is now being implemented in aLIGO.

If designing a new large scale GW detector, cavity length and test mass RoC

can be carefully chosen to allow a large PI free window [134]. Using a test mass

made of material which has smaller acoustic mode density will also lower the risk

of PI [124; 133]. For example, the number of acoustic modes of fused silica is 6

times denser than that of sapphire. A GW detector using sapphire as the test

mass, for example KAGRA, will suffer much less from PI than aLIGO whose test

masses are made of fused silica. Optimizing the geometrical shape of the mirrors

of the detector, one can increase the diffraction loss of HOMs while not affecting

the fundamental mode therefore effectively reduces the parametric gain [162].
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In aLIGO, with current intra-cavity power of less than 200 kW, the combina-

tion of ESD feedback and thermal tuning has proven adequate. AMD shows great

potential of damping PI in a broad frequency band without degrading the detector

sensitivity. When the number of unstable modes becomes large, multiple mecha-

nisms will need to work together to maintain high intra-cavity power of the arm

cavities and high duty cycle of the detector.

4.2 Parametric Instability in Gingin

Intensive studies on PI were carried out in the Gingin HOPTF in the past decade.

Blair et al. optically drove up a 181.6 kHz acoustic mode by injecting TEM01 mode

together with the fundamental mode [140]. Their parametric gain was only 4×10−3.

When Zhao et al. first observed PI in HOPTF, the parametric gain was about

1.45 [142] and the acoustic mode involved in this interaction was at 150.3 kHz. At

HOPTF, acoustic modes frequencies are typically higher because the test masses

are smaller compared with LIGO. New PI on high frequency 354.8 kHz acoustic

modes with parametric gain up to 4 in the same cavity was observed in later 2016.

This section summaries the series of tests and measurements associated with this

high frequency high gain PI.

4.2.1 Recent Parametric Instability Research in Gingin

Unlike aLIGO where PI occurs as a direct result of increasing the intra-cavity

power, the HOPTF east arm cavity test masses need to be thermally tuned to

reach the frequency resonance condition to allow PI to happen. Self-heating from

the intra-cavity power due to coating absorption has limited capacity to change

the mirror RoC. For the east arm test masses, the estimated RoC change per 1

kW intra-cavity power is about 0.015 m from its nominal value of 37.4 m. CO2

laser center heating is applied to the input mirror to change the average RoC of the

mirror that the main infrared beam senses. The CO2 laser beam size is roughly the
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same as the main infrared beam and their locations on the mirror are overlap to

achieve high RoC tuning efficiency. This thermal tuning has been tested and is well

calibrated in the HOPTF east arm cavity [149; 163]. Compared with self-heating,

CO2 laser heating is more efficient due to the higher absorption coefficient of fused

silica test massed at 10 µm wavelength. The change in the ITM RoC with CO2

laser power is about 1 m/W [121].

ETM

SM

        L BS QPDNDF

LO

Mixer

     Data
Acquisition

Beam dump

Figure 4.8: Setup of east arm cavity transmission for PI measurement. L: lens;
SM: steering mirror; NDF: Neutral Density Filter; LO: Local Oscillator.

Instead of measuring the test mass RoC change by using Hartman wave-front

sensors, one can directly monitor the cavity mode spacing by analysing the cavity

transmission light through a QPD installed in the end station optical bench. The

setup is shown in Fig. 4.8. The cavity misalignment and beam pointing and size

jitter give rise to HOMs inside the cavity. Thought the HOM contents is very low,

the beat notes of the cavity fundamental mode and the HOMs are clearly visible

in the differential channel (pitch or yaw) of the transmission QPD. The beat note

frequency can be manipulated by adjusting the intra-cavity power or the external

CO2 laser power. Fig. 4.9 illustrates the thermal transient process in the cavity

with both self-heating and CO2 laser heating by monitoring the optical beat note

shifting in the transmission QPD yaw channel spectrum.

CO2 laser heating allows us to maintain the cavity g-factor stable when changing

the intra-cavity power to different levels, such that the optical mode spacing can

be stabilized around the target acoustic mode frequency which is 354.8 kHz in our

case. It is also important to mention that the CO2 heating is a slow control process.

The average test mass RoC is different from position to position on the test mass
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Figure 4.9: Thermal transient in HOPTF cavity. The cavity was locked with
about 8 kW intra-cavity power and 0.1 W CO2 laser central heating was applied.
The spectrum of the transmission QPD yaw signal was taken every 20 seconds.
The dark blue curve which peaks at 353 kHz is the beating signal taken when the
cavity was just locked and the test masses were still ‘cold’. The cavity reached a
thermal equilibrium state after about 2 minutes and the beat note frequency became
stable around 354.6 kHz (light blue curve). The beating signal average frequency
fluctuation is about 0.4 kHz due to the residual angular motion of the test masses.

due to the figure errors. When the beam position varies on the test mass surface

at a relative high frequency, the CO2 laser is incapable to compensate. This would

cause the optical beat note frequency to fluctuate and mismatch with the acoustic

mode. In addition, the varying beam position also changes the overlap factor

between the optical and acoustic modes. Therefore, to observe a high parametric

gain PI, the beam position needs to be stably controlled.

When the test masses are heated by both stored laser power and the CO2 laser,

the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio change, leading to a frequency shift of

the acoustic mode. However, for our test mass, this frequency shift is about a few

hertz. It is very small and can be ignored compared with the linewidth of the

optical modes.

A QPD aligned at the cavity transmission is used for monitoring the parametric

interaction. We denote the optical field of fundamental mode TEM00 and a HOM

TEMmn inside the cavity as E00 and Emn, respectively. When the cavity is locked

on fundamental mode and the intra-cavity power is below the PI threshold power,

i.e. the intra-cavity power when the parametric gain is unity and the HOM content
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in the cavity is very low, the sum channel of the QPD measures the power of the

fundamental mode which is given by

Vsum = ηT

∫∫
D

|E00|2dxdy, (4.7)

where η is the detection efficiency of the QPD and T is the power transmission of

the ETM. x and y are the horizontal and vertical axes of the QPD with surface

D and diameter d. The other two channels name pitch and yaw give the relative

position of the transmission beam on the QPD. When the intra-cavity power is

above the threshold, PI initiates and the HOM starts to build up inside the cavity.

A superposition of the fundamental mode and HOM is detected by the QPD. The

voltage readout from the QPD sum channel is then

Vsum = ηT

∫∫
D

(
|E00 +Emn|2

)
dxdy. (4.8)

This can be expanded as

Vsum = ηT

∫∫
D

(|E00|2 + |Emn|2)dxdy + 2ηT

∫∫
D

E00 ·Emndxdy. (4.9)

The TEM00 and TEMmn modes are orthogonal so the product term, which is also

called the beating signal, turns to be zero. The sum channel signal can be reduced

to

Vsum = ηT

∫∫
D

(|E00|2 + |Emn|2)dxdy. (4.10)

Thus, the sum channel gives the sum power of the fundamental mode and the HOM

involved in PI. However, in the differential channels pitch or yaw, the sum term

in Eq. (4.9) vanishes if the beam is well centred on the QPD. Therefore the signal

from the pitch and yaw channel are

Vpit = 2ηT

(∫ d
2

− d
2

∫ 0

− d
2

E00 ·Emndxdy −
∫ d

2

− d
2

∫ d
2

0

E00 ·Emndxdy

)
, (4.11)
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and

Vyaw = 2ηT

(∫ 0

− d
2

∫ d
2

− d
2

E00 ·Emndxdy −
∫ d

2

0

∫ d
2

− d
2

E00 ·Emndxdy

)
. (4.12)

The beating term varies at the frequency of the acoustic mode. When the acous-

tic mode amplitude is small, the HOM amplitude is proportional to the acoustic

mode amplitude because of the HOM is scattered from the fundamental mode by

the acoustic mode. Therefore the QPD differential channels are good indicators

of the acoustic mode amplitude. By comparing the phase of the signal from four

individual quadratures, we can obtain the spatial and rotational orientation infor-

mation of the optical mode.

When the frequency spacing between the HOM and the fundamental mode is

tuned to overlap with the acoustic mode frequency, i.e. moving the beat note shown

in Fig. 4.9 at the target acoustic mode frequency, rapid growth of the HOM and

acoustic mode amplitude were observed, as shown in Fig. 4.10.
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Figure 4.10: The 354.8 kHz PI in HOPTF east arm cavity monitored from the
ITM optical lever and the transmission QPD yaw channel. Left panel shows the
spectrum of the the ITM optical lever where the 354.8 kHz signal can be seen with
a high SNR. Right panel is the time trace of the QPD yaw, showing the ring up of
this PI. The signal is down-converted to a few tens of Hz. Two different ring up
curves were taken when the cavity was locked at 5.8 kW (blue trace) and 12 kW
(orange trace), respectively. Fitting the traces using the exponential function yields
the ring-up constant corresponding to the blue and orange traces, which is 2.7 s and
1.1 s, respectively.

We can directly monitor the acoustic mode amplitude from the optical lever

which is used for alignment control of the test masses. The acoustic mode was
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excited so high in amplitude that the test mass surface motion modulated the

optical lever arm optical beam angle and generated signal in the optical lever arm

QPD with a SNR up to a few thousand as shown in Fig. 4.10 left panel. The

same order acoustic mode for the two test masses is different in frequency by a

few hundred Hertz due to the small difference in the test mass shape and mass.

Therefore, one would naturally expect to see the acoustic mode in either ITM or

ETM optical lever. However, the 354.8 kHz spike showed up in both two test mass

optical lever spectra. Only one was the real acoustic mode from the host test mass

and the other was from the scattered light to the optical lever.

One way to distinguish them and identify the host test mass of this acoustic

mode is by comparing the relative signal strength of the two optical levers as the

signal in the scattered light is usually weaker. Another way is by looking for the

acoustic mode ring down behavior in the two optical lever signals. The optical lever

of the acoustic mode host test mass will show a ring down of the acoustic mode

lasting about a few seconds. While the signal in the scattered light will decay at

the cavity decay rate time scale which is only a few milliseconds.

The cavity was unlocked after the acoustic mode amplitude grew to a relative

large amplitude. The ring down of the acoustic mode was observed. Fig. 4.11

shows the measured ring down curve of the acoustic mode from the ITM optical

lever.

Figure 4.11: Ring down of the 354.8 kHz acoustic mode from the ITM optical
lever. The signal is down-converted to 5 Hz and the sample rate is about 20 Hz.
The curve can be fitted to obtain the ring down constant, which is 2.7 s for this
acoustic mode.

The ring down time constant then can be used for estimating the quality factor
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Q of this acoustic mode by using

Q = πfτ0, (4.13)

where f represents acoustic mode frequency in Hz and τ0 represents the measured

ring down time constant from the optical lever. Knowing that the ring down time

constant for the 354.8 kHz ITM acoustic mode is 2.7 s, we can calculate that the

Q of this acoustic mode is roughly 3× 106.

As mentioned above, the residual angular motion of the test mass causes the

beam to move on the test mass surface and changes the overlap factor. By conduct-

ing the experiment on days when the ground seismic motion is small and optimising

the angular control system, the beam position can be kept relatively stable on the

test mass surface so that the overlap factor can be considered to be stable. The

beat note signal is stabilized to meet the resonance requirement of PI by CO2 laser

heating. From Eq. (4.2) we can find that if these parameters are fixed, the para-

metric gain depend solely on the intra-cavity power. Therefore, we can find out

the threshold power of this PI, which is defined as the intra-cavity power when the

parametric gain equals unity or when the acoustic mode ring up time constant is

infinite. Seven ring up measurements were taken to fit the ring up time constant

and intra-cavity power relation, as shown in Fig. 4.12.

With the natural ring down time constant measured through the acoustic mode

ring down shown in Fig. 4.11 and the ring up time constant at different intra-cavity

power level, we can derive the parametric gain using

R = 1 +
τ0

τeff
, (4.14)

where τeff represents the measured ring up time constants [121]. Using the fastest

ring up time constant from Fig. 4.12, we achieved a parametric gain up to 3.7.
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Figure 4.12: Ringup time constant and intra-cavity power relation for PI on
354.8 kHz acoustic mode. The blue dots are the ring up time constants fitted from
ring up curves under different intra-cavity power levels. The red dashed curve is
the fitting of these ring up time constants and their corresponding power using
Eq. (3.1). The fastest ring up is 1 second when the intra-cavity power is about
12 kW. The measured ring up time constant at around 10 kW intra-cavity power
is slightly longer than that of the 8 kW intra-cavity power. A possible explana-
tion would be that the overlap factor may have been changed due to beam position
movement on the test mass surface. The fit indicates a threshold power of about
4 kW.

4.2.2 Multiple Unstable Modes

After observing PI on the ITM 354.8 kHz acoustic mode, we tried to excite more

acoustic modes by moving the beam position or adjusting the CO2 laser power

to tune the optical mode frequency spacing. As shown in Fig. 4.9, the beat note

frequency is around 353 kHz when the test masses are ‘cold’. This is true for

one particular beam position. If the initial beam position is different, the cold

beat note will be at a different frequency due to the different average RoC at this

beam position. The lowest optical mode frequency spacing we observed was around

352 kHz.

With CO2 laser heating and the intra-cavity laser self-heating, the beat note

frequency can be shifted to high frequency efficiently. Theoretically, we can shift

the optical mode frequency spacing about 70 kHz with 1 W CO2 laser heating.

However, the CO2 laser intensity noise is severe when its power is high, leading to

a relatively large fluctuation of the beat note which in turn reduces the effective
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Table 4.1: Acoustic modes involved in PI.

Mode frequency (kHz) Q factor (×106 ) Test mass

352.9 ETM
353.4 ITM
353.7 ETM
354.4 ETM
354.8 3.0 ITM
357.5 3.6 ITM
352.9 2.2 ETM

parametric gain. As for the intra-cavity power, after solving the angular instability

discussed in Ch. 3, we can have relatively stable cavity locking at around 20 kW

intra-cavity power. However, due to the low absorption, the heating effect from

the circulating beam is small compared with the CO2 laser heating.

Therefore, with scanning the beam position on the test mass surface about half

a beam size, controlling the intra-cavity power in a range from 1 kW to around

20 kW and 0 to 0.1 W CO2 laser heating, we scanned the beat note frequency from

352 kHz to 360 kHz. During this scanning, more modes that can be excited with

parametric gain larger than 1 were observed. Some of them were easily excited

and Q-factor measurements using optical lever were obtained. While some modes

were too small in the optical lever and the signal SNR were not high enough for a

decent Q-factor measurement. These modes are categorised in Table. 4.1 for future

reference. The observations that multiple acoustic modes can be excited when the

beam moves around the test mass surface are consistent with the predictions by

Heinert et al. who considered the beam displacement effects on PI [135].

4.2.3 Identify the Modes

In the ESD feedback control of PI, the acoustic mode shape needs to be identi-

fied to determine the relative phase between different quadratures of the electrical

comb. The optical mode shape and orientation are also important for future op-

tical feedback experiments since the optical mode shape sets the requirements for

the phase mask. Additionally, both the acoustic and optical mode are important
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for understanding PI in details and calculating the overlap factor. Therefore, it is

necessary to identify both the mode shapes.

The transmission QPD individual quadrant signal can be used to analysis the

optical mode spatial distribution and orientation. Different HOMs that beat with

the fundamental mode will have different pattern on the QPD. This pattern can be

reconstructed by comparing the relative phase between the individual quadrants.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.13: Theoretical HOMs (HG01 in panel (a), HG03 in panel (b) and HG30

in panel (c)) shape and their expected beating (with the fundamental mode) signal
phase distribution on four individual quadrants of the cavity transmission QPD.
This plot assumes that the beam is perfectly aligned and centred on the QPD. The
QPD only tells the rotational orientation of the optical mode but not the mode order
number. Figure adapted from Ref. [121].

Fig. 4.13 provides good examples of the expected phase on a QPD for different

HOMs beating with the fundamental mode. One can easily tell that the mode

shown in 4.13(a) and 4.13(b) are vertical modes and the one in 4.13(c) is a horizontal

mode. However, except for the mode orientation, this method is inadequate to

reveal the detailed optical mode information. For example, HG01 mode and HG03

mode result in the same phase map on the QPD. In reality, the mode rotation and

displacement limit the practicability of this four-quadrant method for identifying

the optical mode. The strongest limitation actually comes from the number of the

elements of the PD. If there exists a 16-element or a more elements PD, or even

better a Charge-coupled device (CCD) camera which can take the transmission

beam image at the frequency of a few MHz, HG01 mode and HG03 mode can be

easily distinguished.

We did this four-quadrant measurement when the 354.8 kHz acoustic mode was

excited and the target optical mode was built up to relatively high power through
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this PI process. The results are shown in Fig. 4.14. The signal in Q1 is about 180

degrees out of phase compared with the other three quadrants and its amplitude

is the highest, indicating an optical mode which is rotated and slightly offset into

Q1.
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Figure 4.14: Signal of the individual quadrants of the transmission QPD when
the 354.8 kHz acoustic mode is excited. Right panel shows the individual quadrant
measurements of the cavity transmission beam when the 354.8 kHz acoustic mode
is excited to a relatively high amplitude via PI. Left panel shows the naming scheme
of the QPD quadrants and a potential optical mode according to the measurement
results from the right panel.

Since we don’t have a many-element PD or a fast CCD camera, we set up an

experiment which mimics the function of a many-element PD to map the HOM

beam profile. The experimental set up is shown in Fig. 4.15. The idea is to

use a 1 mm diameter single element PD to sample a fraction of the transmission

beam each time, and compare the phase in different measurements to get the

beating signal phase map. Since these individual measurements are not taken

simultaneously, the QPD pitch or yaw signal can be used as a reference.

In the experimental set up, one steering mirror SM1 is placed in front the QPD

to centralize the beam so the reference signal phase is stabilized for each small PD

measurement. Transmission beam scanning over the small PD is achieved by the

second steering mirror SM2 located in front of the PD. SM2 is two-axes controlled

by an signal generator through which we can set the scanning speed and range.

The relative position of each measurement is monitored by a Position Sensitive

Diode (PSD). The QPD and PD signals are both down-converted to about 2 kHz
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by mixing with the same local oscillator. The data acquisition system is set to

sample the down-converted signal at the frequency of 20 kHz to avoid aliasing.

  Function 
generators
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L1:f =300 BS

L2:f =150
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BS PD
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Figure 4.15: Simplified HOM profile mapping experimental setup. The input
optics are the same as in Fig. 2.16. The beam size on ETM is about 12 mm so a
lens L1 is used to focus the beam to avoid any beam clipping on the QPD. Lens L2

is for adjusting the relative beam size on PD and the beam size is about 10 times
of the PD diameter when taking measurements.

In this mapping experiment, the QPD measurements serve as the references

of the PD measurements. The reference signal needs to be stable, otherwise the

individual PD measurements are incomparable. The most significant error comes

from the fluctuation of the beam position on the QPD which is a direct result of

the residual motion from the suspension chain. In our system, the beam position

fluctuation is below 1 Hz. If the mapping is finished in less than 1 second this error

can be negligible. We set the scanning frequency in vertical direction and horizontal

direction to be 150 Hz and 1.5 Hz, respectively, such that the whole mapping was

completed within about 0.5 second. Data acquisition system was only turned on

when the HOM amplitude built up relatively large so the SNR was high and the

phase map was sharp. Usually, the mode was excited more than 10 seconds which

means more than 20 maps were taken during this time interval. These maps can

be used to enhance the mapping results if they are well aligned.

The results of mapping the optical mode when 354.8 kHz and 357.8 kHz acoustic

modes were excited are shown in Fig. 4.16.

The optical mode was mapped repeatedly when all the acoustic modes listed

in Table. 4.1 were excited. The results were similar to those shown in Fig. 4.16.
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Figure 4.16: Phase mapping results of the HOMs in PI at 354.8 kHz in left panel
and 357.8 kHz in right panel. The two maps look similar because they show the
same optical mode in the cavity. However the two maps are measured when the
ITM RoC and the beam position are slightly different. Blue and orange in these
maps represent phase different of 180 degrees and these phase maps suggest that
the optical mode is a rotated first order mode.

Firstly, these mapping results are consistent with the previous prediction from the

four-quadrant measurement that the target optical mode is rotated relative to the

QPD axes. Secondly, the results confirmed that multiple acoustic modes can be

excited by a signal HOM beating with fundamental mode. The results confirmed

the feasibility of optical feedback for PI. Preventing a single HOM from building

up can suppress PI on multiple acoustic modes. More detailed investigations of

optical feedback will be introduced in Sect. 4.2.6.

The acoustic mode shape is usually identified by finite element simulations.

Since we already know the target optical mode is a first order mode with about 30

degrees rotation from the vertical axis, the target acoustic mode should be the one

which has a relatively high overlap factor with this optical mode. Similarly to the

optical mode orientation, the beam position on the test masses are also necessary

for estimate the overlap factor. The beam positions on each test mass when the

354.8 kHz acoustic mode was excited are shown in Fig. 4.17. It is obvious that the

beam positions are off the test mass center. This is to avoid the HOM degeneracies

shown in Fig. 2.27, that easily occur when the beams are centred on the test masses

and relatively high power CO2 laser heating is applied.

Finite element simulations using COMSOL [164] are carried out to find out
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.17: Optimal beam position on test masses for high gain PI showing (a)
the beam position on ITM and (b) the beam position on ETM.

the 354.8 kHz acoustic mode shape. However, for our fused silica test masses,

the mode density is high around 355 kHz with more than 1,000 modes between

350 kHz and 360 kHz. We tried to find the mode by visual analysis the overlap

factor of these acoustic mode with the standard first order HG optical mode at beam

position shown in Fig. 4.17, none of these modes showed relatively high overlap.

However, this doesn’t mean that the ESD damping is no longer feasible. Knowing

the orientation of the optical mode is enough to determine the ESD driving pattern

since the ESD has only four quadrants.

4.2.4 Electrostatic Drive

The ESD for PI damping has been implemented in aLIGO and was working prop-

erly during O2. Sect. 4.1.3 gives a brief introduction of the relevant history and

experimental results of the ESD. In the HOPTF east arm cavity, the ESD is also

installed at the back of the ETM. It was initially installed for PI damping. How-

ever, it was never tested because PI was not observed until late 2016 due to low

intra-cavity power, not stable cavity locking and angular instability. With the re-

cent observations of PI on multiple acoustic modes, it is now possible to test if our

ESD is capable to suppress PI. The detailed setup of the ESD feedback system can
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be found in Fig. 2.16, color code green.

The first test we did is to check if the ESD was powerful enough to drive up

some acoustic modes. We mechanically excited the ETM using a donger which

was a small solenoid driven hammer that is installed on both test masses. The

acoustic modes that registered in the ETM optical lever spectrum were monitored.

By comparing the relative signal strength in pitch and yaw channel, the orientation

of acoustic mode can be identified. Driving the ESD using a signal generator at the

acoustic mode frequency on the corresponding quadratures for about 10 seconds

and then turned of the driving source. Ring down curves of several acoustic modes

were observed in the optical lever shown in Fig. 4.18.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.18: Ring down of different acoustic modes after being driven up by the
ESD. The signals are all down-converted to a few Hz. The vertical scale in all
sub-plots are set to be the same value for easy comparing. The time axis origin
is the time when the ESD driving is turned off. Q factors of these modes can be
directly calculated from the ring down curves.

Recall the earlier discussions about the acoustic mode frequency shift due to

the changing of test mass Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio in Sect.4.2.1. The

frequency shift is negligible when exciting PI because the shift amount is small

compared with the optical mode linewidth. It is easy to match the optical beat

note with the acoustic mode in frequency. However, when driving the acoustic

mode via ESD, the acoustic mode frequency shift becomes important. The ESD is

driven by a digital signal generator at a fixed frequency with sub hertz bandwidth

which is comparable to the acoustic mode linewidth. The ESD loses its target if
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the acoustic mode frequency moves out of this sub hertz bandwidth. Therefore,

the ESD driving must be finished relatively fast before the acoustic mode moves.

When driving the acoustic modes shown in Fig. 4.18, the potential difference on

the ESD was kept the same. The driving started right after having identified the

acoustic mode frequency by the donger to avoid any frequency mismatch between

the ESD and the target acoustic mode. The actuation force acting on a particular

acoustic mode depends on the overlap between the ESD and the mode according

to Eq. (4.5). The amplitude of different acoustic mode was different at the time

when the ESD driving was turned off, indicating that the overlap factor for the

150 kHz acoustic mode is smaller than that of the 56 kHz mode.

For the 354.8 kHz acoustic mode, the mode order is high and the overlap with

the ESD is much lower than the low frequency modes demonstrated in Fig. 4.18.

The ESD potential difference needs to be high to achieve good damping. The cavity

transmission QPD yaw signal was filtered with a band pass filter with lower end

cut off frequency of 350 kHz and higher end of 362 kHz. The filtered signal passed

through a phase shifter, and is amplified via a home made HVA. The mapping

results indicates that the optical mode is diagonal, that means the acoustic mode

should also be diagonal. Driving the ESD diagonally would ensure good overlap

with the acoustic mode. Thus the output of HVA is fed back to the ESD first and

third quadrant with opposite phase.

We measured the ring up curves before and after closing the feedback loop.

Obvious increasing of the ring up constant can be easily seen in Fig. 4.19. The ef-

fective parametric gain was found to be reduced from 4 to 2 with the ESD feedback.

This result confirmed that the ESD feedback loop we built was capable to suppress

PI. However, limited by the actuation gain, we can only suppress PI with gain less

than 2. The feedback loop phase fluctuates depending on the thermal state of the

test masses, making the once stable feedback loop unstable. In addition, the ESD

feedback for PI suppression is well established in aLIGO. Repeating their results

is of low significance, so we decide to move on to the optical feedback.
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Figure 4.19: Acoustic mode ring up curves before and after closing the ESD
feedback loop. The ring up was suppressed with the ESD feedback loop on with a
reduction of parametric gain from 4 to 2. The measurements were taken through
the transmission QPD yaw channel.

4.2.5 Parametric Instability Saturation

Braginsky’s prediction and analyses of PI were based on a simple FP cavity. Even

though the model was extended to three-dimensional modelling and to include

the recycling cavities, these analyses ignore the nonlinearities that occur when the

amplitude of the acoustic mode is high. The definition of the parametric gain in

Sect. 4.1 assumes that the mismatching between the mode spacing and the acoustic

mode, i.e. the ∆ω term in Eq. (4.2), is independent to the amplitude of the acoustic

mode amplitude. However, this assumption is invalid when the acoustic mode

amplitude grows to an value which is comparable to the cavity linear dynamic

range λ/F with λ being the laser wavelength and F the cavity finesse. Due to

the large dynamic test mass surface deformations, the effective cavity length seen

by the optical modes is no longer the same as when the acoustic mode amplitude

is around the thermally excited level. This leads to a change in the optical mode

spacing and subsequently changes the frequency detuning term ∆ω.

In a more general case, the parametric gain can be modified to an non-linear

version RNL to include this effect, which is expressed as [165]

RNL =
R(

1 + κS
κ0
|δ2
m|
)2 , (4.15)
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where R is the parametric gain defined by Eq. (4.2), κS and κ0 represent the

decay rate of the HOM and the fundamental mode, respectively. δm represents

a dimensionless scaled term representing the acoustic mode amplitude. The new

PI criteria would be RNL > 1. Assuming the initial PI gain is larger than 1,

the acoustic mode amplitude will grow exponentially over time during the initial

ringup phase. However, with the amplitude of the acoustic mode term entering

the denominator, the non-linear PI gain will eventually approach 1 as the acoustic

mode amplitude grows. The whole interaction will reach a saturation state where

the amplitude of the acoustic mode will finally stop growing.

PI saturation in table top experiment has been observed before by Chen et.al. [141].

Their observations match with the large amplitude PI model they developed. This

is confirmed again in the HOPTF east arm cavity as presented in the ringup curves

in Fig. 4.3. The saturation mechanism is the same as in Chen’s paper but in a much

higher power and heavier test mass optical system that is more comparable to large

scale GW detectors.

Fig. 4.20 shows the time evolution of the amplitude of the cavity fundamental

mode and the HOM from the beginning of instability to the saturation. It is

obvious that after the initial growth, the HOM reaches a saturation level, so does

the acoustic mode. The amplitude of the fundamental mode, on the contrary, drops

to a lower level. In the theory which does not consider the detuning effect induced

by the high amplitude acoustic mode [165], the system reaches a steady state, i.e.

the HOM stops growing, due to the increase mechanical and optical loss of the

system. However, if taken into account the detuning effect, the saturation occurs

earlier and the amplitude of the HOM saturates at a lower level. The measurements

are in favor with the detuning model.

PI saturation in a large scale suspended cavity confirmed that, instead of lead-

ing to lose of lock of the optical cavity, PI will reach a saturation state. The

large amplitude acoustic mode will scatter more power from the cavity fundamen-

tal mode to the HOM and detune the optical mode frequency spacing from the
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Figure 4.20: Saturation of PI in HOPTF east arm cavity. Parameters a0 and
a1 represent the amplitude of the fundamental mode and the HOM, respectively.
The comparison of the time evolution of the amplitude of both the fundamental
mode and the HOM is show for three different cases: the dashed line for the theory
that does not consider the acoustic mode amplitude; the doted curves for the theory
that consider the acoustic mode amplitude and the solid curves for the experimental
observations. The measurement curves are smoothed.

acoustic mode frequency, resulting an effective non-linear PI gain which is smaller

than the initial gain that the acoustic mode amplitude will not grow any more. If

this saturation will also happen in advanced GW detectors, although the sensitiv-

ity of the detector will be degraded, there will be extra time for other active PI

suppression mechanisms to take effect since the cavity will remain locked.

4.2.6 Optical Feedback

The optical mode mapping results in Sect. 4.2.3 shows that multiple acoustic modes

can be excited by the beating of fundamental mode with a single HOM. These

results are in favour of further investigating the optical feedback technique for con-

trolling PI. Potentially, with the target HOM controlled, multiple acoustic modes

can be damped.

The optical feedback loop is in place in the HOPTF east arm cavity and the

setup can be found in Fig. 2.16, color code yellow. The key process in this scheme
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is the generation and phase control of the HOM. In our setup, the PI is sensed

from the cavity transmission QPD yaw channel. The signal is then filtered with a

band pass filter and phase shifted. After being amplified 20 times by a HVA, the

signal is fed to a broadband EOM to generate sidebands. The frequency spacing

of the generated sidebands will always be exactly the same as the acoustic mode

frequency because the EOM is driven by the QPD yaw channel which contains

the acoustic mode frequency information. These sidebands are in the same optical

mode as the carrier. However, they will couple into HOMs inside the cavity if

the cavity is slightly misaligned [166]. The amplitude of the generated sidebands

is controlled by the gain of the EOM driving signal and the misalignment of the

cavity. Once the feed back loop is closed and the gain and phase of the loop are set

to be reasonable values, suppression of PI should be observed from the transmission

QPD.

The first test that has been carried out is to drive up PI by intentionally injecting

a HOM into the cavity when the intra-cavity power is below the PI threshold. The

feedback loop is open and a function generator produces the driving signal at the

target acoustic mode frequency which in our case is 354.8 kHz. Preliminary results

confirmed that the acoustic mode could be driven up with this external driving

scheme. Experiments of closing the feedback loop and optimising the feedback

loop gain and phase are on going.

4.3 Conclusion

We observed strong PI in Gingin HOPTF 74 m east arm suspended cavity. The

acoustic modes involved were around 350 kHz. With about 13 kW intro-cavity

power, the PI gain over was 4 and the acoustic mode ringup constant was less than

1 s. This strong optomechanical interaction allowed characterizing the mechanical

property of the acoustic modes through ring down monitored by the optical levers.

Measurements showed high Q up to 3 million. An novel optical setup which mim-

icked a phase camera identified the optical mode which drove up these acoustic
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modes was a rotated HG01 mode.

Two PI damping methods were tested including the ESD feedback and the op-

tical injection. ESD feedback in Gingin showed good PI suppression but it was

limited by the highest driving voltage and the relatively large distance between

the ESD board and the test mass. However, we demonstrated that Optical injec-

tion was a promising scheme to suppress PI. AMDs were installed in aLIGO and

have showed great performance. But for the future gravitational wave detectors

with intra-cavity power up to megawatts, optical injection would be a good op-

tion. Further investigations of integrate the optical injection system to aLIGO are

needed.



Chapter 5

Thermal Modulation For

Suppression Parametric

Instability

In Ch. 4, we have discussed the first observation of PI in a large scale suspended

optical cavity in the Gingin HOPTF east arm cavity. The acoustic mode amplitude

grew exponentially with a modulated fashion. The test mass surface figure errors

caused a variation of effective RoC, resulting in a dependence of optical transverse

mode offset frequency on the beam spot position in the presence of low-frequency

residual motion of suspended test masses. The transverse mode frequency modu-

lation effectively suppressed the parametric gain. This observation revealed that

PI can be suppressed by laser spot dithering or thermal modulation.

This chapter is based on a published paper [167]: Y. B. Ma, J. Liu, Y. Q.

Ma, C. Zhao, L. Ju, D. G. Blair and Z. H. Zhu, Classical and Quantum Gravity,

Volume 34, Number 13. It presents the three-dimensional finite element analysis

of the aLIGO test mass to determine whether thermal modulation could provide

sufficient instability suppression without degrading the time-averaged optical per-

formance. In Sect. 5.1, the principle and orders of magnitude estimation of this

thermal modulation method is presented. In Sect. 5.2, the COMSOL finite element

simulation results of aLIGO test mass under different heating schemes is discussed.

Results show that the deformations due to the time averaged heating profile on the

test mass surface can be compensated by the rear surface heating. A 1 W heating

source at a modulation frequency of 10 mHz is sufficient to stabilize an acoustic

145
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mode with the initial parametric gain up to 3. The parametric gain suppression

factor is linearly proportional to the peak modulation power.

5.1 Principle and Orders of Magnitude Estima-

tion

In an optical cavity with suspended test masses, the thermal fluctuations drive

large numbers of acoustic modes. Each acoustic mode scatters the intra-cavity

fundamental mode field (frequency ω0) into HOMs. There will be beating between

the fundamental optical mode and a HOM (frequency ω1), with beat frequency

∆ω = ω0 − ω1. If ∆ω coincides with the frequency of the acoustic mode of the

test mass ωm, and if the mode shape of the HOM and acoustic mode shape have a

certain level of overlap, parametric opto-acoustic interaction will occur via radiation

pressure associated with the beating. If ω0 − ω1 > 0, the acoustic mode will be

excited, leading to parametric instability. The parametric gain can be expressed

as [125]

R =
PΛω1

MωmL2γmγ0γ1

1

1 + (∆m/γ1)2
, (5.1)

where M is the mass of the test mass, L is the arm cavity length, Λ is the overlap-

ping factor of the optical mode and acoustic mode, γm, γ0, γ1 are the relaxation

rate (half-linewidth) of the acoustic mode and the two optical modes, respectively.

∆m = (ω0−ω1)−ωm is the frequency detuning factor which determines the detuning

of the cavity mode frequency spacing from the test mass acoustic mode frequency.

When R > 1, the radiation pressure induced ring-up rate γopt is lager than the

intrinsic relaxation rate of the acoustic mode γm, then the system is unstable.

A critical factor in determine PI is the optical cavity mode frequency spacing

∆ω = ω0 − ω1, which depends directly on the RoC of the cavity mirrors R1 and

R2. The cavity mode spacing is given by
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∆ω =
c

L
(m+ n) cos−1

[
±

√(
1− L

R1

)(
1− L

R2

)]
, (5.2)

where m, n are the transverse mode indices.

If one of the test mass (e.g. the ETM) is heated up due to absorption of optical

power (from the main cavity mode, or from a separate heating source), thermal

distortion of the test mass will modify its RoC from R2 to R2 + δR2. The mode

spacing can be written (expanded to the first order) as

∆ω(1) ≈ ∆ω(0) + βδR2. (5.3)

Here,

β =
c(m+ n)(L−R1)

2R2

√
L(L−R1)(L−R2)(R1 +R2 − L)

, (5.4)

while ∆ω(0) represents the original mode frequency spacing before heating.

As a simple example, assume a laser beam with radius w and power P0 is

applied to a spherical test mass with the RoC denoted by Rroc. Due to absorption

and finite thermal conductivity of the test mass, a temperature difference between

the central part and the edge of the test mass will develop within its substrate

as [168]

δT ≈ Pobs

2πκw
, (5.5)

where Pobs is the absorbed power at the centre and κ is the thermal conductivity

of the test mass material. If the material has a thermal expansion coefficient of

α, the thermal distortion expressed as a change of sagitta δd, and the consequent

change of mirror RoC is given by [168]

δd =
αwδT

2
≈ αPobs

4πκ
, (5.6)

and

δRroc =
(w/d)2

2
, (5.7)
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where d represents the initial sagitta with the cord length equal to the heating

beam size. For fused silica, α ∼ 5.5 × 10−7 m/K, κ ∼ 1.38 W/mK [169]. An

absorbed power ∼ 1 W will lead to δd ∼ 30 nm. For test masses designed to have

figure errors of ∼ 0.5 nm , this is an enormous effect. The deformation corresponds

to a mode frequency spacing change of ∼2,000 Hz. This would be enough to tune

∆m by several optical mode linewidths and ∼ 103 acoustic linewidths; and for

aLIGO-type test masses, to tune across ∼ 102 acoustic modes from PI condition.

Thermal tuning based on this method but using radiant heating was used in

the aLIGO to control PI for an input power of ∼ 1/4 of the designed power [170].

However, this simple thermal tuning method may not be sufficient if there are

multiple potential unstable acoustic modes present, because tuning the cavity away

from one unstable acoustic mode normally leads it to be tuned into resonance with

another acoustic mode.

In addition to the radiant heating using heating rings in the aLIGO, three

other methods of heating for thermal compensation/tunning have been considered

or demonstrated. The Advanced Virgo detector has tested central heating RoC

correction where the radiation of a black body emitter is projected onto the center

of the high reflectivity side of the ETMs [171]. For non-uniform correction a heating

pattern generated by an array of resistors is used to project infrared radiation onto

the high reflectivity coating of the test mass. This creates local deformation of the

surface to correct for mirror aberrations [172]. aLIGO uses a CO2 laser to heat

the compensation plates. However, the high intensity noise of CO2 laser makes

this method unsuitable for use on the high reflective coating surfaces of advanced

detectors. Potentially, a high power mid-infrared solid-state laser could replace the

CO2 laser as an intensity stabilised heating source [173].

We now consider the application of a periodic heating source with modulated

power of P = P0(1 + sin Ωt). The period 2π/Ω is chosen to be much larger than

the cavity build up time τ ∼ 4L/(cTr) (Tr represents the transmissivity of the

input mirror of the cavity), but much smaller than the typical time for exponential
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growth of PI which is about hundreds of seconds. The modulation will cause the

cavity to sweep through unstable resonant conditions while never remaining within

a resonant condition long enough for acoustic unstable modes to build up. The

time scale of the modulation can typically have a value from 1 − 100 s which is

smaller than the thermal conduction time of fused silica, tth ∼ l2cρ/κ ∼ 104s,

where l represents the typical length scale (for aLIGO test masses, the radius is

0.17 m), c is the specific heat and ρ is the density.

The modulation power has both a constant (DC) and sinusoidal (AC) compo-

nent. The corresponding DC temperature of the surface will increase to a certain

value when the thermal dissipation balances the power absorption. The thermo-

dynamic process under the periodic heat modulation is non-equilibrium due to the

slow thermal response of the material. Because the test masses are suspended by

thin wires in the vacuum, the dominant heat dissipation is by radiation. The radi-

ated power can be estimated using the Stefan-Boltzmann law σl2(T 4 − T 4
0 ), where

σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, T and T0 are the temperatures of the test

mass surface and the environment respectively. For a power absorption of ∼ 20W,

one can estimate the final temperature to be δT ∼ Pobs/4σl
2T 3

0 ∼ 8 K. Note that

the thermal noise amplitude spectrum density is proportional to
√
T , therefore an

increase of temperature from 300 K to 308 K would be expected to increase the

thermal noise level by only 1.3 %. Using of the Stefan-Boltzmann law is justified

because fused silica is effectively a black body at thermal wavelengths.

With a modulated heating power, the AC temperature at the heating spot po-

sition will vary with the heating power variation. However, the thermal conduction

will result in a phase lag of the temperature variation to the heating power varia-

tion. The amplitude of the temperature variation decreases as the heating power

modulation frequency increases, as does the variation of the RoC and the optical

mode spacing.
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5.2 Simulation Results

We used the finite element modeling software package, COMSOL [164], to perform

a thermal elastic analysis of the test masses. We used a cylindrical fused silica test

mass model. Some detailed features of the real test mass for the advanced GW

detectors, such as the flat surfaces on the barrel for suspension, are neglected for

simplicity, since they are far from the heating center.The source of heating could

be any one of the three methods discussed in the previous section.

For our simulation, we used a Gaussian intensity distributed heating source to

demonstrate the feasibility of the scheme. We treated the heated surface as the

heat source which transports energy into the substrate and radiates energy into

the environment. Due to the small absorption depth of the fused silica, the highest

temperature area will be close to the substrate surface. We used a geometric

sequence mesh to ensure enough resolution near the surface. The heating source

intensity distribution is modeled as a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution with

a sinusoidal time-dependence: P (t) = P0(1+sin Ωt). For studying the cavity mode

spacing change and optical mode wavefront deformation of the FP cavity under

the influence of the heating, we used an optical Fast Fourier Transformation code

named OSCAR [174]. The parameters that used in the simulation are given in

Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: The parameters used for the thermal modulation simulation. The
mechanical and optical parameters are from the aLIGO.

Parameters Value Unit

Test mass material Fused silica
Test mass size 340 (diam.) × 200 (thick.) mm

Arm cavity length 3994.5 m
Arm cavity finesse 450
RoC, ITM / ETM 1934 / 2245 m

Modulation heating power on HR surface 1 W
Modulation heating radius (1/e2), ETM 6 cm

Compensation heating source on AR surface 17 (annular) W
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5.2.1 Static Effects

We will first examine the time averaged, effectively static effect of the thermal

modulation scheme to determine how it affects the operation of the optical cavities.

With the modulated heating power mentioned above, there would be a non-zero

average heating applied on the surface and thus a static thermal deformation of

the test mass. This deformation will change the cavity mode shape and cause

a mismatch between the input light and the cavity modes, resulting undesirable

extra losses. To overcome this problem, the ring heater in the current aLIGO could

be used to compensate this effect [175], but need optimisation of the ring heating

power to against the specific heating power on the high reflectivity side.

In our simulation, we applied an additional ring heating source to the back

surface of the test mass to compensate the deformation created by the the front

surface heating. This is equivalent to the ring heater in principle. Fig. 5.1 shows

the temperature profile of this compensation scheme. The Gaussian beam heating

at the center of the front surface creates a bulge at the center, while the ring type

heating on the back surface induces test mass bending towards the front surface.

The mismatch due to the test mass surface distortion can be quantified using

the mode matching factor:

η =

∫
s
ψ0(x)ψ∗1(x)d2x√∫

s
|ψ0(x)|2d2x

√∫
s
|ψ1(x)|2d2x

(5.8)

where ψ1(x) and ψ01(x) represent the spatial field distribution of the cavity mode

with and without heating distortion, respectively.

Fig. 5.2 shows the mode matching factor changes as a function of the back

surface compensation heating power, with a constant 1 W heating power on the

front surface. It is clear that there exists an optimum compensation heating power

on the back surface, i.e. 17 W in this particular case.

From Fig. 5.2 it can be seen that when the heating spot radius is 6 cm, the

back-side heating scheme can indeed compensate the static effect quite well with
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Figure 5.1: Heating scheme: panel (a) and panel (b) show the temperature distri-
bution on the front and back surfaces of the test mass; the bright yellow spot on the
front surface and the ring on the back surface show the heating beam pattern. panel
(c) and panel (d) show the temperature distribution along the diameter of the front
and back surfaces. The power of the heating beam and the compensation beam are
1 W and 17 W. The original temperature used in this simulation is 293 K, i.e. the
room temperature.

Figure 5.2: The mode matching factor η changes with different back surface com-
pensation power. The top and bottom curves correspond to 6 cm and 3 cm front
surface heating spot radius with 1 W heating power, respectively.

a compensation power of 17 W. The mode matching factor η reached ∼ 0.998, or

power mode matching efficiency of ∼ 99.6%. This corresponds to a 0.4% power lost
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to HOMs, which is ∼ 8 times smaller than PRM power transmission of the LIGO

design and should not decrease the power recycling gain much. While with the

front heating spot radius of 3 cm, the maximum η can only reach 0.976, or power

mode matching efficiency of 93.2%. This suggests that if the front modulation

heating beam size is equal to the main cavity beam size, an optimized back surface

compensation works well with high mode matching efficiency.

5.2.2 Dynamical Modulation

Having evaluated the steady state effects we now go on to consider its effectiveness

in suppressing instability. In Sect. 5.2.1, we saw that after an initial temperature

rise due to the front and back surface heating, the average temperature of the

test mass reached a steady state. However the front surface deformation changes

sinusoidally.

With the deformation data of the test mass front surface, we simulate the optical

cavity modes and their spacing using OSCAR. Fig. 5.3 shows the modulated cavity

mode spacing between TEM00 mode and TEM03 mode, with front and back heating

at two modulation frequencies. The mode gap is modulated by 10’s of hertz, and as

expected, the amplitude of the periodic change of the optical cavity mode spacing

decreases as the modulation frequency increases.

The simulation shows that the maximum RoC change of the test mass is about

2 m from its original value of 2245 m when a 1 W heating source is applied at

10 mHz modulation frequency (see Fig. 5.3). This results in about 80 Hz mode

spacing fluctuation between fundamental and third order optical mode. This RoC

change will also induce a mode matching loss between the input and the cavity

which estimated by using the empirical formulas from Ref. [176]. The power loss

from waist position shifts and waist size changes are 0.43 ppm and 1.75 ppm,

respectively, leading to a total loss of 2.2 ppm. This is very small compared with

the aLIGO requirements for maintaining recycling cavity and arm cavity mode

overlap to within 95%, or 5% mode matching loss [177].
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Figure 5.3: Mode spacing between TEM00 mode and TEM03 mode with a front
surface modulation heating of 1 W and back surface compensation 17 W heating,
as shown in Fig. 5.1. The black (solid) and red (dashed) curves correspond to
modulation frequencies of f = 10 mHz and 20 mHz, respectively.

It was shown in Ref. [141] that the equivalent parametric gain Ra could be

reduced by modulating the optical cavity mode spacing:

Ra =
Rmax√
1 + 4a2

(5.9)

where Rmax is the maximum parametric gain when the mode spacing is exactly

equal to the acoustic mode frequency. Factor a here is the ratio between the

modulation amplitude of the mode spacing and the linewidth of the HOM of the

optical cavity.

Fig. 5.4 shows a comparison of instability suppression with different thermal

modulation frequencies for three different acoustic modes that all have a parametric

gain of 2.7 in the absence of dynamic modulation. We modeled a 15.5 kHz unstable

acoustic mode which matches to the 3rd order optical cavity mode, a 20.5 kHz

acoustic mode which matches to a fourth order optical cavity mode, and a 25 kHz

acoustic mode which matches to a fifth order optical cavity mode. Curve (a) shows

the 15.5 kHz unstable acoustic mode amplitude growth as a function of time in the

absence of thermal modulation. Curves (b) and (c) show the same acoustic mode

amplitude growth with thermal modulation frequencies of 20 mHz and 10 mHz
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respectively. Curves (d) shows the 20.5 kHz acoustic mode amplitude growth with

thermal modulation frequency of 10 mHz. Curve (e) shows the 25 kHz acoustic

mode amplitude growth with thermal modulation frequency of 10 mHz.
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Figure 5.4: PI suppression with different modulation heating frequency. Curve
(a) shows the amplitude growth of an unstable acoustic modes with parametric gain
of R=2.7. Curves (b) and (c) are the 15.5 kHz acoustic mode amplitude as a func-
tion of time, with heat modulation frequencies of 20 mHz and 10 mHz respectively.
Curves (d) and (e) are the 20.5 kHz and 25 kHz acoustic mode amplitudes as func-
tions of time respectively, with heat modulation frequency of 10 mHz, while the
initial parametric gains are the same, 2.7. The vertical axis is the acoustic mode
amplitude expressed in the units of its initial value. The heating power is the same
as in Fig. 5.3.

It can be seen that in the cases of the 15.5 kHz acoustic mode (curves (a),

(b) and (c)), a thermal modulation amplitude of 1 W at frequency of 10 mHz

significantly reduced the effective parametric gain, greatly slowing down the rate

of acoustic amplitude growth. This would allow more response time to apply

other suppression methods such as ESD feedback damping before the interferometer

loses lock. It can also be seen that thermal modulation can effectively suppress

multiple acoustic modes simultaneously. Curves (c), (d) and (e) represent the

thermal modulation suppression effect on three different acoustic modes (15.5 kHz,

20.5 kHz and 25 kHz) with the same initial parametric gain of 2.7. As shown in
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Eq. (5.3) and Eq. (5.4), with the same RoC tuning, higher order optical modes

have larger mode spacing tuning. Therefore the higher frequency acoustic modes

experience larger modulation amplitudes with the same thermal modulation power.

In the case of the 25 kHz acoustic mode, with 0.1 Hz thermal modulation, the

acoustic mode amplitude fluctuates around the original amplitude, resulting in an

effective parametric gain of ∼ 1, indicating that PI is completely suppressed.

5.3 Conclusions

We have undertaken a detailed simulation of an aLIGO type optical cavity to test

the effectiveness of thermal modulation of the test masses for the suppressing of PI.

We have shown that the method, as previously predicted, is capable of suppressing

PI for modes with the initial parametric gain in the range of 1∼3. It has the

advantage of suppressing multiple unstable modes simultaneously.

Because single sided modulation results in a non-zero average heating power,

leading to a steady state changes in RoC of a test mass and thereby a static cavity

mode spacing change. We proposed a ring type heater at the back surface of the

test mass to compensate for this steady state effects. This would not be necessary

if the test mass RoC is pre-designed to take into account the static heating induced

RoC change.

Our results show multiple unstable modes with parametric gain of 2∼3 can be

suppressed by modulated heating with a power of 1 W. For higher parametric gain,

a higher modulation amplitude power is required to suppress the instability.

Even if the parametric gain is too high for this scheme to completely suppress

the instability, the thermal modulation can be used to increase the acoustic mode

buildup time, so that other control schemes can be implemented within a relatively

long period of time.



Chapter 6

Pre-Mode Cleaner and Jitter

Attenuation Cavity

Form June to December 2017, the author visited the aLIGO Hanford site as an LSC

fellow. The author had a chance to join in the general commissioning team for both

the observation run and pre-O3 upgrading. The author also undertook some small

R&D projects for the next aLIGO observation run or future detectors. The first

project was the ‘aLIGO all-bolted PMC’, which aimed to build the same current

aLIGO PMCs with mirror bolted to the body instead of gluing. It would be much

easier to replace the mirrors whenever one or more of them gets contaminated. The

other project was designing a Jitter Attenuation Cavity (JAC). The JAC project

was proposed because the sensitivity of the LHO was significantly reduced by jitter

noise. This work was a follow-up of the original JAC design by D.Sigg [178].

This chapter summarises the two major projects the author involved in LHO.

Sec. 6.1 presents the motivations of the aLIGO all-bolted PMC project and the

design, assembling and testing of eight all-bolted PMCs. The locking servo devel-

opments and the contamination measurements are also discussed in this section.

The jitter noise in aLIGO and the preliminary design of the JAC are discussed

in Sec. 6.2. The detailed JAC optical configuration, mode matching and practical

layout of all the relevant optics are also introduced. Finally, the theoretical esti-

mation of the JAC performance and issues which can harm the JAC performance

in the future are discussed.

157
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6.1 Pre-Mode Cleaner

The aLIGO PMC is designed for spatial beam filtering and suppression of power

noise at radio frequencies. It is an important subsystem in aLIGO which needs to

be well designed to fulfil relevant requirements [179]. It should also be maintained

well since many other systems depend on it. This section is about redesign and

testing of the aLIGO all-bolted PMC.

6.1.1 aLIGO all-glued PMC

The original aLIGO all-glued PMC was contributed by the AEI in Hannover. It is

a bowtie cavity with four mirrors glued to a 50 cm long and 16 cm wide aluminium

spacer. The whole assembly is about 16 kg. There are in total four ports in this

configuration. Two flat mirrors are input and output coupler of the main beam.

The others can be used as monitor ports for the inner optical mode quality or

simply as power monitor ports. High quality optical mirrors are used to achieve

the best performance and the PMC is assembled in a class 100 clean room to avoid

any dust particles contamination. The input output couplers and one of the curved

mirrors are glued directly to the spacer. The other curved mirror is glued to a PZT

first and the mirror-PZT assembly is glued to the spacer subsequently. A laser

beam is used to ensure the mirrors are glued in the right position and angle to

achieve resonance when gluing. Details of the aLIGO PMC design can be found in

Ref. [180]

6.1.2 aLIGO all-bolted PMC

The PMC in the LLO was found to become lossy over time during O2. Measure-

ments showed about up to 1,500 ppm/mirror loss [181] which was about 100 times

more than the desirable value. Large loss prevented high power build up inside

the PMC and the scattered light coupled noise to the interferometer readout. The

loss was attributed to the use of non-UHV PZTs and this was verified by analysis
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aluminium spacer

Figure 6.1: A sketch of the aLIGO bow-tie PMC with some key optical parameters.
Figure credit: Peter King.

carried out by CIT and JPL [182]. The lossy PMC initiated the all-bolted PMC

project which aimed to build the same aLIGO PMCs with mirrors bolted to the

body instead of gluing. This new design eliminates potential contamination from

the glue, facilitates easier alignment which relies on machining tolerances, and also

enables swapping out mirrors more easily should that be required in the future.

Mechanical Structures

Two prototype all-bolted PMCs were built to test if the machining accuracy was

sufficient to achieve cavity resonance simply by pressing the optics against the

surfaces of the spacer. The spacers were from the original PMCs, with the mir-

rors removed, and were modified by a local workshop (TK Machine in Richland).

Counterbores for balls for three-point mounting and tapped holes were added to

the spacer. The mirrors were mounted using off-the-shelf flexures from Newport

Corp. Both of the prototype PMCs resonated without mirror alignment adjust-

ments, verifying the ability to rely on machining tolerances (estimated at 0.0004

inch absolute between features over the entire length of the spacer).

Eight productions of the all-bolted PMC bodies were fabricated by TK Machine

including two for KAGRA. A detailed drawing of the PMC body assembly can be
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found in Ref. [183]. However, in the testing phase we found that the way of holding

optics using flexures was inadquate for decoupling spacer body modes. The body

modes couple with motion of the the optical surfaces, making the PMC hard to

lock. After carrying out various tests we found a more adequate way for mirror

holding and body modes damping. New parts such as the mirror holding caps [184]

and the end clamp dampers [185] were developed.

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 6.2: aLIGO all-bolted PMC close-up views. Panel (a) is the top view, the
body mode damper prototypes, made by a thin viton sheet clamped to the table by a
cross bar, are installed on both ends of the spacer. Cables for PZT and heaters are
connected. Panel (b) is the front view, the mirrors are bolted to the spacer using
specially designed caps. The cavity is three-point kinematic mounted to optical table.
Panel (c) is the close-up of the mirror cap holder with a viton O-ring inside.

The aLIGO all-bolted PMC is exactly the same as the original glued PMC in

terms of optical properties. All the PMC components are Class B cleaned and two
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PMCs (S/N 006 and S/N 007) were assembled in June 2017 for performance testing

and locking servo development. The remaining six were assembled in November

2017 after the servo development was finished.

Mode Damping

The major tests of the all-bolted PMC are the locking servo loop transfer function

measurement and the average loss-per-mirror measurement. The former is to ensure

that the all-bolted PMCs can substitute the current all-glued PMCs without large

modifications of the locking servo. Basically, this test is to check if the gain margin

and phase margin are still sufficient using the old servo. The latter is to test whether

the cavity losses are consistent with what would be expected for new IBS-coated

super-polished optics.

Due to good damping properties of the glue, the glued PMC has a clean locking

OLTF. The body modes, usually around a few kilohertz, does not couple to the

cavity optical length DoF, allowing the PMC locking servo to have a high UGF,

resulting in a larger control bandwidth. However, due to the complex mechanical

structure, the all-bolted PMC has a more complicated OLTF that could impact

the locking servo performance. Both the LHO and the LLO operated the PMCs

with UGF around 1 kHz, gain margin of 10 dB and phase margin of 60 degrees. We

targeted the same stable margin at the start of the project. To achieve this target,

we carried out multiple tests by modifying the PZT interfaces, e.g. using double or

triple flexures to increase the pressure, removing the stainless steel balls between

body and PZT, replacing the stainless steel balls with ceramic balls, adding viton

tubes on the flexure fingers. In the final configuration, caps with viton O-ring

instead of flexturs are used to hold all four mirrors to the spacer. See Ref. [186] for

more details.

The PMC was locked on resonance using a Stanford Research System SR560

low-noise pre-amplifier and a NewFocus LB1500 servo controller. This combina-

tion provided a flexible servo loop design. The control signal from the servo was
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amplified via a HVA and then fed back to the PZT actuator of the NPRO laser.

We adjusted the settings on the SR560 (two poles at 10 kHz) and the LB1500 (one

pole at 30 Hz) to set the close loop UGF to 1 kHz and then measured the OLTF

of the locked PMC.

The PMC body modes coupled to the optics, resulting in multiple peaks in the

OLTF at 5 kHz, 8 kHz and 12 kHz. During the test, we found that the originally

designed viton-mass dampers were insufficient as the body modes could still be

observed in the OLTF. Newly designed end clamp utilizing crossbars over thin

viton sheets, as shown in Fig. 6.2, showed good damping of the body modes. A

1-mm viton sheet is sandwiched between the aluminium body and a cross bar on

both ends. When the body vibrates, the viton sheet is sheared thus the body

modes are dissipated. This is a typical constrain layer damping [187].
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Figure 6.3: The all-bolted PMC OLTF from 4 kHz to 20 kHz. The blue curve is
the OLTF when no body mode dampers are installed and large body modes occur.
The orange curve is the OLTF when viton mass dampers (combination of viton
and weight mounted on top of the PMC spacer) are applied. The body modes still
registered in the OLTF. The yellow curve is the OLTF when viton sheet dampers
are used. Improvements can be seen at the three different body mode frequencies.

After damping the body modes, the broad span locking loop OLTFs for the
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eight PMCs were measured. The measurements are reasonably consistent with

each other. All of them show about 20 dB gain margin and 73 degrees phase

margin as shown in Fig. 6.4.
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Figure 6.4: The PMC locking servo OLTFs for eight all-bolted PMCs, showing
that the all-bolted PMCs achieved the target gain and phase margin when the UGF
was set at 1 kHz. Small OLTF mismatch between individual PMCs may due to the
tightness of the bolts or thickness of the mirrors and PZTs.

Loss Measurement

The loss measurements follow the procedures outlined in Ref. [181]. The idea is to

measure the output power from all ports and compare with the input power with

the experimental setup shown in Fig. 6.5.

The power loss is distributed to four mirrors where we assume the loss of each

mirror is the same. The expected average loss per mirror is on the order of 5

ppm for new mirrors cleaned with the First Contact method (polymer solution

designed to safely clean optical surfaces). This estimation is based on the results

obtained with the contamination cavity ring-down measurements at Caltech. For
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Figure 6.5: Schematic of the optical layout for the PMC loss measurement.

our PMC, the finesse is approximately 125, so the average number of bounces per

mirror for the circulating light is about 40. Therefore, 5 ppm/mirror loss results in

approximately 0.1% (5 ppm × 40 round trips × 4 mirrors) of total power loss. To

measure such a small difference between input and output power, the instruments

need to be calibrated precisely.

We employed three ultrastable integrating-sphere based power sensors borrowed
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from the Photon Calibrator System with long averaging time to minimise the im-

pact of laser speckle [188]. In the measurement setup, the beam was split into two

parts by a BS. One part was used for cavity locking and the other was used for

power monitoring. The BS transmission and reflection ratio, as well as the respon-

sivity ratio of three integrating spheres, was calibrated first. Results showed that

the variation of integrating sphere ratio was stable within 0.02%. However, the BS

transmission and reflection ratio changed by up to about 0.5% for different mea-

surements. This variation introduced more than 30 ppm/mirror systematic errors.

After changing the BS and cleaning the input alignment mirrors, the fluctuation

of BS ratio dropped to less than 0.1%, i.e. equivalent to 6 ppm/mirror loss.

Some preliminary measurements indicated losses as high as 30 ppm/mirror.

In consultation with Liyuan Zhang and based on procedures implemented for the

contamination measurements at Caltech, we decided to clean all the mirrors with

the First Contact method before installing them to the PMC spacers.

The final loss measurement results are shown in Table. 6.1. Note that the PMC

S/N 004 was assembled using mirrors with ten times lower transmission (resulting

from an error in specifications of an earlier coating run). This enabled measuring

the cavity losses with ten times lower uncertainty (finesse is ten times higher,

so 5 ppm losses would result in 1%, rather than 0.1%, power loss). The fact that

measured losses for S/N 004 (6 ppm/mirror) was consistent with the measurements

of the other lower finesse cavities gave us increased confidence in these mirror loss

measurements.

6.2 Jitter Attenuation Cavity

Beam jitter noise reduced the sensitivity of aLIGO detectors, especially LHO, in

the detection band during O2. The JAC was proposed to reduce jitter noise to

below the shot noise level for aLIGO future science runs at higher power or, in the

more distant future, for the A+ project. This section describes the design of an

in-vacuum JAC.
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Table 6.1: Loss measurement results for eight aLIGO all-bolted PMCs.

PMC ppm loss/mirror Std (No.of measurements)

S/N 001 10.57 0.35 (4)
S/N 002 6.44 1.02 (19)
S/N 003 5.81 0.65 (14)
S/N 004 5.77 0.20 (3)
S/N 005 3.98 0.68 (10)
S/N 006 5.79 0.70 (4)
S/N 007 0.94 0.15 (8)
S/N 008 8.61 0.40 (16)

6.2.1 aLIGO Jitter Noise

Beam jitter is defined as the variations of the beam position propagation direction

and the fluctuations of beam size. Beam jitter results in jitter noise, which is a

critical technical noise in aLIGO that can limit the detector sensitivity. During

O2 in LHO, jitter noise exceeded the requirement significantly and showed up as a

broad band hump in the Differential Arm (DARM) signal from tens of Hz to kHz.

The highest noise hump was seen around 400 Hz and it was about a factor of 3

above the quantum shot noise level. LHO uses a High Power Oscillator (HPO) to

prepare high input power for the arm cavities [189]. The HPO requires a cooling

water flow through pipes on the optical table and running directly over the laser

amplifier crystals. This flowing cooling water shakes the optical table and corrupts

the beam quality from HPO. The PMC discussed in Sect. 6.1 is installed after the

HPO in the optical path, it attenuates HOMs arise from the HPO cooling water

jitter. However, other optics on the Pre-Stabilized Laser (PSL) table after the PMC

still pick up the vibrations from the table and couple them to the beam when the

beam bounces on and off their optical surfaces. At certain frequencies, the DARM

signal is highly correlated with the signals of accelerometers located on PSL table

and the input periscope as shown in Fig. 6.6. Additionally, the bull’s eye sensor on

the PSL table is a witness of beam size jitter. It showed high coherence with the

DARM signal during O2, indicating that the beam size jitter was also harming the

interferometer sensitivity.
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Figure 6.6: Coherence between the DARM and two physical environment mon-
itors. The blue trace is associated with an accelerometer on top of beam lifting
periscope in x direction. The red curve is associated with an accelerometer on the
PSL table in z direction. Strong coherence between these sensors and the DARM
can be seen between 300 to 400 Hz. Figure adapted from Ref. [190].

Ideally, we want to circulate pure fundamental mode in all the cavities of the

interferometer and achieve perfect mode matching between these cavities. If we

denote Ψx as the input beam to a cavity and U0,1 as the fundamental and first

order eigenmodes of the cavity. The best case scenario is Ψx = AU0 where A is a

constant. This means the input beam is perfectly matched with the cavity. If the

input beam axis is translated with a small amount ax that is much less than the

cavity waist size w0, the input beam can now be decomposed into a combination

of cavity fundamental mode and first order mode expressed as [166]

Ψx ' A

[
U0 +

ax
w0

U1

]
. (6.1)

If the input beam is slightly tilted α with respect to the cavity axis, the input beam

now becomes

Ψx ' A
[
U0 + πi

αw0

λ
U1

]
, (6.2)

implying that a small tilt of the input beam gives rise to the first order mode as does

an axis translation but with a 90 degrees phase shift. Similar analyses apply when

the input beam waist size and position are somewhat mismatched with respect
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to the cavity. This means that the otherwise perfectly matched input beam now

is contaminated by HOMs in the presence of any kind of beam jitter mentioned

above.

Fortunately, cavities are generally good filters for HOMs. If a cavity is locked

on the fundamental mode, the HOMs will not resonate due to the extra Gouy

phase compared with fundamental mode. For a high finesse cavity whose linewidth

is much smaller than the transverse mode spacing, this filtering effect is strong.

The PMC and the Input Mode Cleaner (IMC) have a jitter attenuation factor

(suppression in the amplitude of first order mode) of 60 and 250, respectively.

The fundamental mode is transmitted through the PMC and the IMC but HOMs

are strongly suppressed. However, there will always be some residual HOMs en-

tering into the interferometer. They will convert into the fundamental mode via

interferometer misalignment [191] or mode mismatching [192], contaminating the

fundamental mode which will pass through the Output Mode Cleaner (OMC) and

is detected by the output PD. This part of fundamental mode does not contain any

GW signal so it show up in DARM as jitter noise [193].

Both the beam pointing and size jitter can be dominant in the noise budget

in LHO. However, if the interferometer is close to being perfectly aligned and

mode matched, jitter noise will not arise in DARM signal since the jitter coupling

coefficient will be small in this situation.

A defect point that increases the test mass absorption, also known as a point

absorber, was found in the ITM of the X arm in LHO. It caused the RoC of the

ITM and refraction index to change with the incident power on it, enhancing the

jitter noise coupling. This point absorber not only confused the wave front sensor

and caused the interferometer misalignment, but also introduced a mode mismatch

between the two arms. Both the misalignment and the mode mismatch increased

the jitter coupling. The high beam jitter source in the input laser beam and the

high coupling induced by the point absorber led to high jitter noise that were

dominant in the noise budge of the LHO at around 300 Hz. During the same
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time, the LLO showed a higher sensitivity because the HPO was not in use and

much less cooling water was required. Fig. 6.7 shows a detailed comparison of the

performance of the two aLIGO detectors.
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Figure 6.7: Noise amplitude spectrum density of the aLIGO detectors with the
estimated contributions from different noise sources. These spectra are estimated
using 1024 s of data starting on 25 June 2017 at 08:00:00 UTC. The beam size and
motion noise is the dominating noise in LIGO Hanford site which is believed to be
caused by the cooling water flow in the HPO. Figure reproduced from Ref. [194].

Great efforts had been made to suppress the jitter source or to reduce the jitter

coupling to the DARM signal. Moving the beam position on the ITM surface could

avoid the point absorber thus reducing jitter coupling. Unfortunately, this method

has a sideeffect of reducing the power recycling gain. The power recycling gain and

the jitter coupling need to be compromised to achieve the best sensitivity.

Jitter noise contaminated data can be cleaned via offline noise subtraction by

using some auxiliary channels, such as the PSL bull’s eye sensor and the IMC wave

front sensor, as jitter witnesses [194]. The detection range of a 1.4 M�-1.4 M�

binary neutron system at aLIGO Hanford can be improved by 20% after using this

noise subtraction method.

During the process of upgrading between O2 and O3, a 70 W solid state laser

amplifier will be installed to replace the problematic HPO. This will reduce the

water flow and lower the beam jitter. The ITM in the X arm has been replaced
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recently to get rid of the point absorber. Their ultimate effect on the detector

sensitivity will remain unknown until the detector is back to commissioning mode.

These approaches may solve the jitter problem temporarily and suppress jitter

noise below the quantum shot noise level for O3. However, if the detector operates

at a higher power or when squeezing is fully functional, the quantum shot noise

floor would drop and the beam jitter noise could surface again.

We already know that an optical cavity is a good spatial filter. It can serve as

a perfect jitter attenuator if the optical parameters are carefully chosen. Here, we

propose to add an in-vacuum JAC before the IMC in HAM1 (general purpose vac-

uum chamber for input and output optics) optical table to solve the jitter problem.

The proposed JAC will reduce the beam jitter by a factor of 40, which should be

sufficient for higher power operation in O3. Together with the other jitter reduction

methods described earlier, the JAC would be suitable even for the A+ upgrade in

the future.

6.2.2 JAC Optical Design

The JAC design should meet all the erquirements which can be found in the original

design document by D.Sigg [178]. Based on the target sensitivity and the estimated

misalignment of the interferometer, the proposed JAC attenuation factor for the

first order and the second order optical mode should be no less that 40 and 60,

respectively. This section presents the design of the optical parameters of the JAC

which would allow it to achieve the required performance.

Number of Mirrors

S-polarized light flips the phase each time when it bounces off a mirror surface,

while the P-polarisation does not. Even-number-mirror cavities, such as the aLIGO

bow-tie PMC and OMC, will have both polarisation states resonating in the cavity

at the same time. This degeneracy introduces intensity noise. Odd-number-mirror

cavities can break the degeneracy of two polarisation states. Therefore, we decided
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to make the JAC a triangular cavity. S-Polarized light will be used since the

mirrors have a higher reflectivity for it and thus the cavity finesse is higher. This

may require polarisation rotation to match the polarisation all the way from the

PMC to the IMC.

Mirrors

Using mirrors with a high reflectivity index for JAC will result in a high finesse

cavity and subsequently a better jitter attenuation factor. However, this also in-

creases the circulating power inside the cavity which can potentially damage the

mirror coatings and cause strong thermal effect. The JAC finesse is defined as

F =
π

2 sin−1
(

1−r1r2r3
2
√
r1r2r3

) , (6.3)

where r1, r2 and r3 represent the amplitude reflectivity of individual mirrors in the

JAC. The curved mirror will be a super-polished high reflectivity coated mirror

with only a few tens of ppm transmission. Consequently, the JAC finesse is mainly

determined by the reflectivity of the two flat mirrors. We choose to use the same

flat mirrors as used in the PMC with the power transmission coefficient T = 2.48%

at 1064 nm wavelength. This gives a cavity finesse of 125, which is similar to

the PMC. As for the curved mirror, it will be easier and more economical if the

same mirror as the PMC is used. However, smaller RoC mirror leads to a more

compact configuration which may benefit in future installation. The mirror RoC

also determines the beam size on the cavity mirrors which should also meet the

design requirement. The following sections will discuss more details about choosing

the right mirror.

Round-Trip Gouy Phase

The cavity round-trip Gouy phase determines the mode frequency spacing between

transverse modes of different orders. Meanwhile, the cavity finesse defines the
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cavity linewidth. Cavity round-trip Gouy phase together with the cavity finesse

determines the capability of the JAC to attenuate the HOMs. It is necessary to

choose a proper cavity round-trip Gouy phase to achieve a higher HOM attenuation

factor.

A simulation was carried out by a team including the author to find the best

round-trip Gouy phase for JAC [195]. The idea is to inject a combination of HOMs

together with the fundamental mode into the JAC and then analyse the mode

contents in the transmission beam while varying the cavity round-trip Gouy phase

continuously. The phase that allows the JAC to provide a large proportion of the

fundamental mode in the transmission would be a good choice.

In the simulation, we assumed that 90% of the total input power was associated

with the fundamental mode and the remaining 10% was evenly distributed into

different HOMs up to a certain order. Assuming the RoC of the curved end mirror

in JAC was 2 m, we scanned the cavity length from 0.1 m to 2 m, corresponding

to the cavity round-trip Gouy phase changing from 17 degrees to 90 degrees. The

simulation results are shown in Fig. 6.8.

If we only inject the fundamental mode and the first order mode, the trans-

mission contains more than 99.5% of the fundamental mode over this wide Gouy

phase range, meaning that the JAC attenuates first order mode well in this range.

If we inject the fundamental mode together with the first and second order modes,

a dip occurs at 90 degrees. This is because the TEM11 mode will have a round-

trip phase shift of 360 degrees (note that phase shift for the TEM20 mode is 180

degrees). The TEM11 mode degenerates with the fundamental mode and it is to-

tally transmitted without any attenuation. More degeneracies occur if we inject

the third order modes together with all the lower order modes, another dip shows

up at 60 degrees due to the degeneracy of the fundamental mode with both the

TEM03 and the TEM21 modes. It is easy to understand that the dips at 45 degrees,

36 degrees (72 degrees), 30 degrees and 26 degrees (52 degrees and 78 degrees) are

caused by degeneracies of the fundamental mode with the 4th ,5th, 6th and 7th
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order of modes, respectively.
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Figure 6.8: JAC attenuation ability for different round-trip Gouy phase. HOMs
and the fundamental mode resonate simultaneously at the dips. JAC design should
thus avoid those dips. Increasing the order number of input optical modes, more
dips will occur in this plot. However, we choose to ignore HOMs with mode order
higher than 7 and this is true that in reality those HOMs mode are usually negligible.

If we want to maximise the attenuation factor of the JAC, we would like to

avoid the dips in Fig. 6.8. The best attenuation also depends on the initial mode

content of the input beam to the JAC. Therefore, it is hard to determine the best

Gouy phase without knowing the JAC input mode content. However, it is easy to

find a Gouy phase which is good enough, i.e. meet the attenuation requirements.

The initial LIGO triangular and the aLIGO bow-tie PMC have different round-trip

Gouy phase separation of 55.3 degrees and 100 degrees, respectively. Cavities with

these Gouy phases can not only avoid accidental resonances of HOMs, but also

provide relatively high HOM attenuation. The JAC round-trip Gouy phase will be

chosen between these two values.

Cavity Size

The JAC triangular configuration is shown in Fig. 6.9. M1 and M3 are the input

and output couplers and M2 is the curved end mirror. The distance between a flat
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mirror and the curve mirror is denoted by L1 and the distance between the two flat

mirrors is represented by L2. The incident angle on the curved mirror is chosen to

be 5 degrees. This value is the same as the PMC which enables sharing mirrors

between PMC and JAC to reduce the production costs.

a

b

a'

b'

L1

L2

Figure 6.9: JAC triangular configuration assuming M1 and M3 are the input
coupler and the output coupler, respectively. The two possible input beam directions
are labelled as a and b and the consequent output bean are coined a′ and b′.

For such a triangular cavity, the round-trip Gouy phase can be easily obtained

by using the ABCD matrix [82]. The round-trip ABCD matrix of the JAC is

defined as

RT± = S(L1 )M±F(R±)S(L1 )M±S(L2 )M± =

 A B

C D

 , (6.4)

where S and F are ABCD matrices of a free space and a curved mirror defined as

S(L) =

 1 L

0 1

 , (6.5)

and

F(R) =

 1 0

−2/R 1

 . (6.6)

M± in Eq. (6.4) defines the reflect matrix which represents the the phase flip of

the horizontal modes when the beam is reflected from a mirror surface, the signs

+ and − correspond to vertical and horizontal modes, respectively [196]. The
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definition of M± is given by

M± =

 ±1 0

0 ±1

 . (6.7)

Reflect matrix is important for an odd-number-mirror cavity. It results in a phase

separation of 180 degrees between the horizontal and vertical modes in the same

order, adding complexity to the cavity mode structure. It can be ignored for even-

number-mirror cavities. The JAC is a three-mirror triangular cavity, the reflect

matrix needs to be considered. Additionally, the curved mirror behaves as an

astigmatic mirror due to the non-zero incident angle θ. The effective RoC of the

vertical and horizontal modes are

R± = R · (cos θ)±1. (6.8)

The cavity round-trip Gouy phase Φ is subsequently defined by the ABCD

matrix as

Φ = sign(B) · cos−1

(
A + D

2

)
. (6.9)

Plugging Eq. (6.4) to Eq. (6.8) into Eq. (6.9), we can derive the round-trip

Gouy phase as a function of the JAC configuration, i.e. the cavity length, the RoC

of the curved mirror and the incident angle, as

Φ± = cos−1

[
1− (L2 + 2L1) · cos θ

R

]
. (6.10)

Eq. (6.10) shows that the round-trip Gouy phase is defined by the cavity config-

uration. Using different target round-trip Gouy phases (55.3 and 100 degrees) and

mirror RoCs, we can obtain different JAC configurations as shown in Table 6.2.

In the calculations we ignore the astigmatism caused by the incident angle since it

only varies the Gouy phase less than 1%. When estimating the JAC mode struc-

ture and performance in detail, the incident angle is important and needs to be
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considered again.

Table 6.2: The JAC configurations.

Φ (degree) RoC (m) Config. (m)

55.3
1 RT = 0.431 L1 = 0.198 L2 = 0.034
2 RT = 0.861 L1 = 0.396 L2 = 0.069
3 RT = 1.292 L1 = 0.594 L2 = 0.103

100
1 RT = 1.174 L1 = 0.540 L2 = 0.094
2 RT = 2.347 L1 = 1.079 L2 = 0.188
3 RT = 3.521 L1 = 1.619 L2 = 0.282

Table 6.2 shows that if the curved mirror RoC is 3 m or 2 m, it is better

to set the target Gouy phase to be 55.3 degrees. Otherwise the cavity size will

be large, complicating the installation in the HAM1 table. If the mirror RoC is

1 m, then 100 degrees would be better because the flat mirror separation L2 is

insufficient for two 1 inch mirrors if the Gouy phase is 55.3 degrees. The aLIGO

PMC introduced in Sect. 6.1 is a four-mirror bow-tie cavity of 0.5 m long and

0.1 m wide. The configurations in the table with similar size as the PMC would

be preferred, therefore we can rule out some of the configurations and leave three

interesting ones for further discussions which we coin A (Φ = 55.3 degrees, RoC

= 3 m), B (Φ = 55.3 degrees, RoC = 2 m) and C (Φ = 100 degrees, RoC =

1 m). These configurations are highlighted in blue in the table and the final JAC

configuration will be chosen from these candidates.

Power Density

The power density on the optics is a crucial parameter. It should be less than

the mirror coating damage threshold power. A high power beam on the mirrors

also causes thermal lensing and changes the mirror RoC. It is hard to know the

exact damage threshold power of the mirror coating, so here we use the PMC as

a reference since both the PMC and the JAC work in very similar conditions and

they share the mirrors coated in the same coating run. If the maximum power

density on the JAC mirrors is similar to that of the PMC, the configuration is
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considered safe. For different configurations, the beam size inside the cavity can

be calculated and this is presented in Fig. 6.10
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Figure 6.10: Beam size propagation of the JAC for different configurations. The
beam size on two flat mirrors are the same and is smaller than the beam size on the
curved mirror. Therefore, the maximum power density occurs on the flat mirrors.
Configuration C has the smallest beam size on the flat mirrors which means the
power density is the highest.

The JAC will be installed in vacuum after the PMC. The maximum operation

power for the JAC would be lower than that of the PMC if taking into account the

power losses along the optical path between them. Here we assume the maximum

input power for the PMC and the JAC to be 180 W and 160 W, respectively. The

power density on a mirror can be calculated as

Pden =
PinF
(πw)2

, (6.11)

where Pin, F and w represent the input power, the cavity finesse and the beam

size, respectively.

The maximum power density for the different JAC configurations and the PMC

are shown in Table 6.3. Configuration C has the highest maximum power density

which clearly exceeds our requirement and can be ruled out. For both configu-

ration A and B, the maximum power density meets the requirement. However,
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configuration B is more compact than configuration A which would benefit future

installation work, therefore B is preferred.

Table 6.3: Power densities for different cavities.

Configuration A B C PMC

Max Pden (kW/mm2) 4.85 7.26 11.8 7.02

It is also important to point out that, unlike the PMC, the JAC will be installed

in a high vacuum chamber and the heat dissipation is not as efficient as the PMC.

The accumulated heat may damage the mirror if not properly dumped. More

investigations about the thermal effect needs to be carried out to make sure the

JAC can be operated safely and achieve designed performance at full operation

power. Additional cooling systems may be required for heat dissipation.

Mode Structure

Unlike the four-mirror aLIGO PMC, the JAC optical mode structure is more com-

plicated since the horizontal and vertical modes with the same order number are

non-degenerate. The JAC mode structure needs to be checked carefully to make

sure that no HOMs are resonant in the bandwidth of the fundamental mode oth-

erwise the JAC will not be able to attenuate these modes.

Fig. 6.11 shows the JAC amplitude transitivity within an FSR for configuration

B. Frequency spacing of HOMs relative to the fundamental mode are shown in the

plot as well. Apparently, no HOM is within the linewidth of the fundamental mode

in this case. The transmission value at each HOM is actually the JAC attenuation

factor for that particular mode. For example, the attenuation factor for TEM01,

TEM10 and TEM20 modes are 40 (2.7% transmission), 60 (1.6% transmission) and

70 (1.4% transmission), respectively. Note that this corresponds to the amplitude

attenuation. The power attenuation factors will be the square of the amplitude

attenuation factors.

All the key parameters of the JAC are summarised in Table 6.4.
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Figure 6.11: Hermite-Gaussian mode structures of the the JAC in one FSR. Here
we assume the fundamental mode is 100% transmitted. The HOMs are attenuated
depending on their mode frequency spacing relative to the fundamental mode. Ver-
tical and horizontal modes in the same order are separated by 1/2 FSR in frequency
or 180 degrees in round-trip phase due to the fact that the JAC is a triangular cav-
ity. Astigmatism is considered in this plot as can be seen in the insert plot. It is
a zoom-in around 147 MHz, where astigmatism is responsible for the splitting of
these three modes which all belong to the sixth order mode.

6.2.3 JAC Mode Matching and Layout

The JAC needs to be installed in a vacuum chamber to achieve the best perfor-

mance. The ideal place to install the JAC is the HAM1 optical table since the

table is relatively empty at the moment and the main laser beam crosses over it.

Currently, the PMC is mode matched to the IMC using a two lens telescope (L1:

f = -459.5 mm; L2: f = 1145.6 mm). This combination of positive and negative

lenses is used to reduce the distance required for mode matching. This also reduces

the sensitivity of mode matching to positioning and RoC errors [197]. The layout

of the mode matching from PMC to IMC is shown in Fig. 6.12. The measured

as-built distances between components are shown as well. Specifications of the two

lenses can be found in Ref. [198]. Both lenses are industrial standard (CVI laser

catalog) and will be kept at the same position in order to maintain the beam size

properties on the PSL table. The optical distance from the edge of the HAM1 table
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Table 6.4: Summary of the JAC parameters.

Parameters Value Unit

Number of mirrors 3
Polarization ‘S’

RoC of curved mirror 2 m
Flat mirror transmission 2.48 %

Curved mirror transmission 80 ppm
Cavity finesse 125

Power bulid-up 40
Round-trip length 0.8614 m

FSR 348.27 MHz
Cavity pole frequency 1.393 MHz

Long arm length 0.396 m
Short arm length 0.069 m

Angle of incidence on flat mirror 44.75 degree
Angle of incidence on curved mirror 5 degree

Waist size 0.5277 mm
Waist position midway flat mirrors

Beam size on curved mirror 0.5957 mm
Beam size on flat mirror 0.5282 mm

Max power density (160 W input) 7.27 kW/mm2

Rayleigh range 0.821 m
Round-trip Gouy phase (horizontal) 55.41 degree

Round-trip Gouy phase (vertical) 55.18 degree
Transmission at 9.1 MHz 15 %
Transmission at 45.5 MHz 3 %

Transmission of TEM01 mode 2.7 %
Transmission of TEM10 mode 1.6 %
Transmission of TEM20 mode 1.4 %

(including an 8 inch optical height periscope to lower the beam to 4 inches above

the table) to the PMC waist is about 7 m [199]. The mode matching telescope

from the PMC to the JAC will be installed on the HAM1 table.

Mode matching from the PMC to the JAC is done in the same way as that from

PMC to IMC, both using a combination of negative and positive lenses. Depending

on the way that input beam enters into the JAC, the mode matching strategy is

slightly different. If the optical path in the JAC will be such that the beam goes to

the far end curved mirror first instead of going to the output coupler first (direction
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Figure 6.12: Original mode matching from the PMC to the IMC for aLIGO. The
position value is relative to the PMC waist on the PSL table.

b in Fig. 6.9), the target waist to match to is the conjugate waist of JAC which is

located before the JAC input mirror HR surface at the same distance as the real

inner waist (midway between two flat mirrors HR surfaces). If the optical path will

be such that the beam goes to the output coupler first (direction a in Fig. 6.9),

then the target waist will be the real inner waist at the middle of two couplers. The

lenses chosen here are super-polished lenses from initial LIGO and the squeezing

bay. It is important to point out that the first lens in vacuum should be a two inch

lens for easy aiming of the input beam from the PSL.

Mode matching from the JAC to the IMC is easier compared with that from

the PMC to the JAC; the only constrain here would be that the optical distance

from the JAC to the IMC should be larger than the physical distance between the

HAM1 centre and the HAM2 centre plus the height of two periscopes. There will

be plenty of space in HAM1 for installation of the JAC mode matching lenses to

the IMC. In order to save space for future use, the solution with minimum possible

optical path is preferred. An in-vacuum phase modulator and a steering mirror

will be placed after the JAC output mirror so the mode matching solution must

allow enough space for these optics. The completed mode matching from the PMC

to the JAC and then to the IMC is shown in Fig. 6.13.
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Figure 6.13: Completed mode matching from PMC to IMC with JAC in between.

Table 6.5: Specifications of the optics for the JAC mode matching. For cavities,
the third and the fourth columns represent waist position and waist size, respectively.

Name focal length (mm) Position (mm) Beam size (mm)

PMC 0 0.55
L1 -459.5 900 0.78
L2 1145.6 1738.5 2.59
L3 556 7121.5 2.22
L4 -166.8 7520 0.61

JAC 8005 0.528
L5 -166.8 8355 0.575
L6 556 8764 2.13

IMC 12200 2.10

The in-vacuum JAC attenuates the beam jitter caused by the shaking in-air

input optics on the PSL table. However, it also strongly suppresses the RF mod-

ulation signals at 9.1 MHz and 45.5 MHz for locking the IMC and other cavities

as shown in Table 6.4. The PSL optical lay-out needs to be rearranged as a conse-

quence of adding the JAC to the system. The original EOM on the PSL table needs

to be re-designed to be vacuum compatible and installed after JAC to avoid sup-

pression of these modulation signals. Other optics, such as the new mode matching

lenses and turning mirrors, need to be carefully placed not to block any existing

beam across the table. Beam size on each optical surface needs to be checked
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carefully to avoid beam clipping.

The JAC layout should be space efficient in case there will be more future

installations. The proposed layout in the HAM1 table is shown in Fig.6.14. Min-

imum number of mirrors are used to avoid the effects on beam quality caused by

imperfections of mirror surfaces.

Input beam Output beam

Figure 6.14: Proposed JAC layout on HAM1 optical table. The blue lines are the
beam paths related to JAC, the others color coded lines are beam paths for alignment
sensing of the IMC and other purposes which already exist in HAM1. The JAC
layout should not block any of these beams.
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6.2.4 Other Issues

This chapter has presented a preliminary JAC design. Some other issues need to

be considered before implementation. One of which is the high power beam dump.

When JAC is unlocked, almost all of the input laser power (about 160 W if running

at full power) is directly reflected from the JAC input mirror. Some of this reflected

beam is picked off and then focused on a PD whose signal will be used for the JAC

locking. The rest of the power needs to be dumped appropriately. A proposed idea

is to shoot the beam out from one of the chamber window and dump the beam

outside the chamber.

The HAM1 and the HAM2 optical table relative motion needs to be taken into

consideration in order to determine the way how the out put beam from the JAC

is directed to the IMC. If the motion is below some threshold (the misalignment

causes less than 1% power loss in the IMC), then a steering mirror will be enough

to achieve a good initial input alignment and it can be adjusted whenever the

alignment drifts. However, if the motion is relatively large, a feedback control loop

utilising PZT mirrors will be needed to keep the input alignment. This feedback

loop has the potential risk of introducing control noise. Careful investigation of

HAM1 motion is ongoing.

In the design, the thermal effect inside the JAC is ignored. However, the thermal

effect can cause the curved mirror RoC to change and may result in different or bad

performance of the JAC in terms of HOM attenuation. More detailed calculation

and simulation are needed to address this issue.

Other issues such as the JAC alignment sensing and control, strategies of JAC

locking, cameras for monitoring the beam quality need to be considered in the final

design.
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6.3 Conclusion

The aLIGO all-bolted PMC project produced 8 well calibrated PMCs with all the

optics bolted to the aluminium body. Compared with the original all-glued PMCs,

the optics of the all-bolted PMCs are easy to replace once they are contaminated.

Special designed viton O-ring caps together with the crossbar vition sheet dampers

allow easy significantly reduces the body mode coupling to optical DoF. Using

the same control servos as the all-glued PMC, the all-bolted PMC OLTF shows

enough gain and phase margin which meet the design requirement, indicating that

no complicated modification of the control servos are needed. The all-bolted PMCs

are already installed in aLIGO and will contribute to the third aLIGO observation

run.

Jitter noise has been a big problem in aLIGO due to various reasons. Although

there are methods to reduce the jitter noise, the JAC eliminates the jitter noise

once for all. Currently, the preliminary design of JAC is finished. Simulations

and theoretical calculations show that the design will meet the jitter attenuation

requirements. Further investigations will be carried out before the implementing to

aLIGO. The future third generation gravitational wave detector will be operated at

even higher power. Jitter noise will be inevitable since there will be more cooling

water running in the laser system. The JAC could become a fundamental part of

the future detector to suppress the jitter noise.





Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

Ever since Einstein predicted the existence of GWs more than a century ago, enor-

mous efforts have been made by several generations of scientists to achieve the first

direct detection of GWs. This dream has become a reality on 14th of September

2015 when two aLIGO detectors observed the GWs from the merger of two black

holes which started their cosmic journey to Earth 1.3 billion years ago.

At the time when this great discovery was made, the optical power in the aLIGO

arm cavities was only 12% of the design operating power. It is not difficult to image

the significant benefit that increasing the power will bring to us. When aLIGO is

operating at the full power, its sensitivity will be more than three times higher than

that of the time when the first GW signal was detected. The detectors will expand

their reach 3 times farther out into space, which equates to probing 27 times more

volume of space at the same signal to noise ratio. The GW detection rate will be

subsequently improved by a factor of 27. Multitudes of neutron star or black hole

mergers will be detected.

To increase the optical power for the detectors to reach the design sensitivity,

high optical power induced instabilities must be mitigated properly. This thesis

presents the investigations into optomechanical instabilities at high optical power,

including angular instability and parametric instability, that were carried out in

the Gingin High Optical Power Research Facility. The east arm cavity in the

facility is an excellent test bed for the mentioned instabilities owning to the high

cavity finesse, high power to mass ratio and the near-concentric configuration. The

conclusions of the thesis and relevant future work are summarized in this chapter.

187
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7.1 Conclusions

• We observed a new type of angular instability on the Gingin east arm cavity.

The test mass 1.7 Hz yaw mode became unstable when the intra-cavity power

was only 3.8 kW. In terms of the power to mass ratio, 3.8 kW in our cavity

is equal to about 200 kW in aLIGO. This power level was still not enough to

excite high gain PI. This angular instability is different to the conventional SS

instability which is a commonly angular instability in high power suspended

cavities. SS instability arise from the cancellation of two torsional spring, of

which one is the positive torsional spring provided by the suspension system

and the other is the negative torsional optical spring induced by the radiation

pressure effect. SS instability is associated with the cavity soft mode. How-

ever, the angular instability we observed is associated with the cavity hard

mode. The near-concentric cavity is especially vulnerable to this instability

as the hard mode frequency shift more than the soft mode. The angular con-

trol loop is altered at the hard mode frequency. If the initial control loop does

not have enough phase margin, the system becomes unstable in the presence

of high optical power.

• We presented the experimental results of high gain PI on the Gingin east

arm cavity. Multiple test mass acoustic modes around 355 kHz region were

excited through PI. The violent instability process drove the acoustic mode

amplitude up with a time constant about 1 s. The acoustic mode amplitude

was so large that the PI reached a saturated state. Detailed characterization

of the acoustic modes confirmed that the quality factors of the acoustic modes

were about 3 ×106. The optical mode was phase mapped and turned out to

be a first order mode but rotated with respect to the quadrant photo detector

axis. Further tests showed that the electrostatic drive was efficient to damp

PI and optical feedback was also a promising method to suppress PI.

We also proposed and analysed a new PI suppression scheme by actively
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thermally modulate the test mass RoC. This work was inspired by an earlier

observation of PI in Gingin east arm cavity. The nanometre scale test mass

figure errors actually played important roles in the PI process in the presence

of any low frequency beam motion on the test mass surface. The average RoC

of the test mass was modulated due to the beam motion, thus the parametric

gain was effectively suppressed. Simulations using practical aLIGO optical

parameters showed that by thermally modulate the test mass surface with

1 W CO2 laser at 10 mHz, the parametric gain of the most problematic

15.5 kHz acoustic mode can be suppressed by a factor of 3. The suppression

effect was proportional to the modulation power.

• The thesis presented the results of the two projects that the author worked

on as a LIGO fellow in Hanford. The all-bolted PMC and the JAC were

key subsystems for aLIGO to reach the design sensitivity. The all-bolted

PMC project produced eight units of high performance PMC and the JAC

project presented a well-designed triangular cavity that would suppress the

jitter noise in aLIGO by more than 40 times.

7.2 Future Work

• The angular instability work can be extended to aLIGO in the future. The

preliminary calculation shows that the hard mode frequency will be around

4 Hz for aLIGO operating at full power. This means that the angular control

loop bandwidth should be more than 4 Hz to suppress the hard mode insta-

bility. The control noise injection in the detection band then needs careful

consideration when design the angular control loops.

• The acoustic mode dampers that were already installed in aLIGO test masses

produced quite promising results. They are supposed to solve the PI once

for all. The relevant PI works in this thesis can still be extend to the next

generation gravitational detectors where the acoustic mode damper will reach
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its limits. The optical feedback control scheme tested in Gingin lab can not

only be used to suppress PI, it can also be used to depopulate the HOMs inside

the cavities induced by any undesirable effects such as cavity misalignment

and beam jitter. Therefore, the author would suggest to continue this line of

research.

• The thermal modulation PI suppression method can be experimentally demon-

strated in Gingin HOPTF, providing that the mirror angular control system

will be optimised further to reduce the mirror low frequency drift since the

thermal modulation time scale is of tens of millihertz.

• The Gingin facility is a perfect test bed for high optical power effects. It will

be extended to using silicon test masses and 2µm laser source. Studying high

optical power effects, such as thermal effects and optomechanical effects, in

silicon test masses and their mitigation will make great contribution to future

GW detectors.

• The jitter attenuation cavity project can progress to the testing phase in the

near future and finally be upgraded to the aLIGO optical system.
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